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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
BuREAu OF EDUCATION,

lVashington, August 1, 1917.
SIR: I am transmitting for publication as a bulletin of the Bureau
of Education a condensed report of the proceedings of the Conference
on Training for Foreign Service, held in vVashington, December 31,
1915, on my invitation. Because of the ti1neliness of the matter this
should have been printed earlier. The delay was caused by the factthat Dr. Glen Levin Swiggett, the organizing secretary of the con-.
ference, upon whom devolved the task of editing its proceedings, has
until quite recently been fully occupied with editing and getting
through the press the proceedings of the Second Pan American Scientific Congress. In transmitting this manuscript I wish to record
my appreciation of Dr. Swiggett's valuable assistance, not only ,in
editing the proceedings, but also in organizing the conference and
in preparing its program.
Respectfully submitted.
P. P. CLAXTON,
0 ommissioner.
The SEcRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.
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CONFERENCE ON TRAINING FOR FOREIGN SERVICE.
INTRODUCTION.

Training for foreign service, adequate to achieve the end in view,
must be based upon satisfactory courses in commercial education.
This type of instruction should be established in all cities of present
or potential foreign trade opportunities. It should be established
with due cognizance on the part of business men of the proper
emphasis to be placed upon the inherent educative value of certain
studies, particularly for certain grades in the school life of the
student. Due recognition should be given by educators to that
cooperation with local industrial, mercantile, and manufacturing
jnterests which is essential for the most effective and least wasteful
instruction in commercial branches. A readjustment of courses
within our traditional educational organization and of its administration is highly desirable in order to articulate and accredit the
excellent instruction that is now given in extramural or nonacademic
agencies as emergency preparation for specific careers in business,
domestic or foreign. Commercial education is as fundamental and
essential in preparing for a foreign career in the service of the GoYernment. Industry, trade, and diplomacy are working conjointly in
creating a new international policy for the nations of the world. The
technique of commerce must be familiar to the consul and diplomat of
the future. The social and religious welfare work of a nation in foreign fields, with or without the supervision or patronage of the
Government, can not be efficient without training in foreign relations courses based on the fundamentals of commercial education.
Educational authorities are inclining more and more to the belief,
common among business men, that educational opportunities in the
established schools of the Nation have not responded to economic
needs. A superficial study of the catalogues of our schools and
colleges reveals at a glance a more widespread interest in this question and a desire to make such an adjustment of courses as the
resources and character of these schools and colleges will permit.
This is particularly true since 1914, due to the propaganda that has
been carried on in the lJnited States through the press and public
forum in the interest of larger foreign commercial opportunities for
the Nation. This interest has had a concrete expression in recent
7
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Federal legislative enactments; in an extended service in certain
executive departments, State, Treasury, and Commerce in particular;
in the annual conferences of the National Forejgn Trade Council,
the Chamber of Commerce of the United States, the Southern Commercial Congress, and other organizations; in the appointment of
:foreign trade and foreign relations committees of many commercial
bodies; and in the general quickening of acade1nic curiosity.
One must not judge, however, the correlation of the Nation's economic ·needs and educational opportunities solely by this general and
popular interest. The Nation was developing a foreign trade of considerable and enviable size prior to 1914. Our exports and imports
increased as follows in the period of 10 years between 1904 and 1914:
Exports, from $1,460,827,271 to $2,364,579,148; imports, frmn $991,087,371 to $1,893,92i5,657. It was, therefore, high time that there
should be serious and sequential investigation of actual conditions
by the enlightened business men of this country, with the desire of
prmnoting and fostering foreign trade.
1.Vational Foreign Trade Co,u ncil.--The National Foreign Trade
Council, whose slogan is '~Greater prosperity through greater foreign trade," had its beginning in this laudable desire. The council
was formed in May, 1914, as a permanent body "to endeavor to coordinate the foreign trade activities of the Nation." Three annual
conventions of the councjl have been held since the meeting in Washington-at St. Louis in 1915, at New Orleans in 1916, and at Pittsburgh in January, 1917. The work of this convention is carried on
largely by means of group conferences on questions pertinent to the
purposes of the council. Commercial education for foreign trade was
one of the main topics for discussion at the St. Louis convention.
Na.tional Ed1tcation Associa.tion.-In the field of education very
little has been done thus far by committee work or by conferences
designed to prmnote foreign service. The National Education Association has a department on business education and committees on
vocational education and foreign relations. The association has not
given, however, special attention to this type of education.
Doubtless a large number of educators throughout the United
States have been interested, as individuals, in the problem of training
for foreign service and have sensed the urgent need of some solution,
or attempt at solution, ·which would permit the schools of this country
to prepare and equip young men and young women for this service
by a coordinated course of instruction, with proper correlation in
respect to local needs. This interest, however, has been largely local
and detached. It has shown itself only in the introduction of son1e
new course of stndy or in a modification in the presentation of an
older one, often out of relation to the end to be accomplished and
failing, therefore, in its purpose.
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A distinctive kind of training is necessary as preparation for service in the foreign field. Career intent with respect to a subject or
a course of study plays nowhere a more important rOle than in the
teaching of subjects, singly or in groups, that are c~nsidered to be
of prime importance as preparation for a foreign career. I refer
to the teaching of modern languages, geography, and history. The
teaching of the latter in particular demands careful consideration
'Yith the view of such modification in study content and method of
presentation as will make its pursuit of greater value to the student
·w ith a foreign career in view.
Educational conference on training for fo1·eign se1--vice.-The first
conference to be held in the United States for the specific purpose
of discussing the problem from the standpoint of government, business, and education, in order to ascertain .a modus operandi in the
establishment of an adequate course of instruction through the cooperation of these three essential agencies, was called by the Commissioner of Education of the United States. In the preliminary
nrrangmnents for this conference the Com1nissioner of Education
had the cooperation of the Director General of the Pan American
l Tnion, the Director of the Consular Service, and the Chief of · the
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
Under date of April 10 and April 12, 1915, a letter with respect
to the conference was sent by the organizing secretary to the presidents of certain universities, including the Universities of Alabama,
California, Colorado, Illinois, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, North
Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Texas, Virginia, vVashington, and
"\Visconsin, Yale University, Georgia School of Technology, University of Chicago, Tulane University, Johns Hopkins University,
I-Iarvard University, Dartmouth College, and the University of Cincinnati. The following quoted paragraph sets forth the character
of the conference as proposed at that time:
A small gathering of the presidents and interested faculty members of some
25 of our leading institutions will be asked to engage for not more than two
sessions in a constructive discussion of a few specific questions bearing on educational opportunities in our country for proper instruction in diplomacy and
trade.

The letter of invitation from the Commissioner of Education of
the United States, under date of May 20, 1915, follows. This letter,
in accordance with the expressed desire of the cooperating committee,
was sent not only to the presidents of the above list of colleges, but
to many others in all sections of the country. This list included all
State and urban universities of public and private support.
DEAR Srn: Recent keen interest in the foreign field on the part of the larger
business interests with foreign trade connections and of foreign service bureaus
of the United States Government has given rise to and stimulated a corre-
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sponding interest in the educational ·world, leading to an inquiry and stUlly by
certain bureaus, educational institutions, business associations, and individuals
as to the desirability of this training, its content, and method of establishment.
In view of the above interest it has been suggested that an early conference
of representatives from the larger universities should be called to discuss the
present and future needs of Government and business for well-trained men to
engage in service in the foreign tieltl, and educational facilities for meeting
these needs, the character of instruction for this specific training, and the
means of its establishment in schools, ~olleges, and universities.
Acting in cooperation with the Director of the Consular Service, the Chief
of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, the Director General of
the Pan American Union, I have the pleasure, as Commissioner of Educv.tion
of the United States, to invite your institution to be represented at the Preliminary Conference on Educational Preparation for Foreign Service, which
will meet in 'Vashington, D. C., October 4 and 5, 1915, at the Pan American
Union Building. Dr. Glen Levin Swiggett, who has had umler consideration
for several years plans for the establishment of adequate educational preparation in our schools, colleges, and universities for foreign service training, has
been invited to act as secretary of the conference.
Owing to the importance and purpose of this conference, it is highly desirable
that your institution be represented by yourself or that member of your faculty
who can best serve in the constructive discussion of the specific subject for
\Vhich the conference is called. It is earnestly hoped, further, that you will
appoint your representative immediately in order that details concerning and
the progrmp of the conference may be mailed to him before the close of the
present scholastic year.
I have the honor to be, sir, on behalf of the committee,
Your obedient servant,
PHILANDER

P.

CLAXTON,

Oornrnissioner ot Education.
Cooperating committee:
Philander P. Claxton, Commissioner of Education.
John Barrett, Director General Pan American Union.
·wilbur J. Carr, Director of the Consular Service.
Edward Ewing Pratt, Chief of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
Glen Levin Swiggett, assistant secretary general, Secon<.l Pan American Scientific Congress, organizing secretary.

Favorable replies were received in response to this invitation frmn
most of the institutions to which it had been sent, and delegates were
appointed to attend the conference. The tentative progra1n included
the names of men prmninent in the affairs of the Nation and well
known for their interest in questions bearing on foreign relations.
As the summer advanced, however, the cooperating committee
found that it would be not only impossible to carry out the program
as planned, but that many of the delegates to the conference, particularly those living at some distance from Washington, were
doubtful whether they could attend the conference of October 4, coming as it did at the very beginning of the scholastic year. The con-
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ference was, therefore, postponed until a later and more favorable
time.
Conference of December 31, 1915.-It was finally decided that it
would be opportune to hold the Conference on Training for Foreign
Service in connection with the subsection on commercial education
of the Second Pan American Scientific Congress, to be held in
"\Vashington, December 27, 1915, to January 8, 19i6, and invitations
to that effect were again mailed by the Commissioner of Education.
Decmnber 31, 1915, was the date selected for the conference, which,
through the courtesy of the governing board and director general,
·was to be held in the Pan American Union Building. In view of the
:fact that the sessions of the Scientific Congress were to be open to the
public and that the program of the subsection on commercial education had emphasized training for foreign as well as domestic trade,
it was decided finally to 1nodify somewhat the character of the
conference and revert to a procedure in accord with the earlier
intention of the committee of organization of the conference. The
Director of the Consular Service and the president of the National
Foreign Trade Council were invited to discuss the subject of training
for foreign service from the standpoint of government and business.
No formal paper was presented at the conference from the standpoint of education. In lieu of this, the discussion of the points
brought out in the papers of Mr. Carr and Mr. Farrell permitted
nn expression of opinion of wide range on the part of the many
educators present and gave to the conference, as originally planned,
the character of a symposium on educational preparation for foreign
service.

MORNING SESSION.
The opening s3ssion of the conference was held in the Pan American Union Building. The Comn1issioner of Education of the United
States presided at this session. Owing to the illness of the organizing secretary of the conference, Dr. F. E. Farrington, of the Bureau
of Education, acted as secretary. The attendance of prominent
men of business, education, and goverrnnent testified to the importance and timeliness of the topic and justified fully the calling
of the conference.
The presiding officer in calling the conference to order announced
that the meeting would be informal, and expressed the hope that the
discussion might lead to the appointment of a committee to continue
the 'vork of the conference and carry out its wishes. A steering
committee was appointed, consistiD:g of Dean David :f~inley, of the
University of Illinois; Prof. E. D. Adams, of Leland Stanford Jr.
lJniversity; and Prof. G. vV. :Hoke, of Miami 1Jniversity.
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS BY THE CHAIRMAN.

Dr. Philander P. Claxton, the presiding officer, introduced the
subject of the conference with the following remarks:
The CHAIRMAN. It 'vas contemplated to hold a conference here in
October of this year to discuss the question of training men for
foreign service. It 'vas found advisable for several reasons to postpone the meeting until this time. There would have been more time
for it then, but we decided to call the meeting now in order that
many who are in the city for the sessions of the Pan American
Scientific Congress and of other associations and congresses might
be present without additional cost of tinie and travel. The meeting
is to be informal. Its purpose is to consider .the means of preparation for a comparatively new kind· of service, the consciousness of
the need of which has come to us quite suddenly.
Until recently we 'vere well out of the great current of world-wide
politics; now we have been swept into this current and whatever
happens anywhere in the world-even in the ren1otest parts of ithas a bearing upon our affairs. There is a general feeling that
many of the men who have represented us in the past in the Diplomatic and Consular Services have not had the kind of preparation
most needed. We are now becoming conscious of the fact that our
diplomatic and eonsular representatives need a specific kind of
know ledge and a definite sort of training.
12
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There has recently been held here in vVashington a Pan American
financial congress. We have been considering the possibility of placing the world's finances upon a basis of dollars and cents, instead of
continuing it on a basis of pounds, shillings, and pence. We are
thinking about sending our products to every part of the civilized
world. We are beginning to understand that there will soon be
given to us the responsibility of industrial and commercial leadership to a degree in which it has never come to us before. Things
that are happening on the other side of the water are changing the
center of gravity of the world. Instead of coming to us gradually
in a way that would have made it easier for us to respond, responsibility of leadership is con1ing upon us with a rush.
All over the country I find a great eagerness to do something.
I find more interest in the study of foreign languages and of com.
mercial subj·ects in schools than we have known before. Three or
four times within the past few months there have called upon me
representatives of the so-called business colleges of the United
States with suggestions for conferences and for the organization of
better and more adequate means of doing the work of preparing
young men and women for their part in the larger domestic and
foreign commel.'ce in which we must engage in the immediate future.
I hope there may grow out of this day's work a movement that will
finally result in the-means for whatever kind and degree and quantity
of preparation may be needed.
With your approval and advice I propose to appoint a committee
to consider this whole matter thoroughly and to lend to it, through
the Bureau of Education, such assistance as I can in making all
necessary inquiries and in making known its findings. On this
committee, as on all other committees for the purpose of making
fundamental investigations and determining purposes and policies of
education, th-ere will be need for two classes of men-men of affairs
and of broad· knowledge of conditions and needs and a comprehen·
sion of aims and purposes, and also men of professional knowledge
of principles and methods of education and technical skill in their
application. The former will help to set the problems of education
for foreign serv~ce and for employment in commercial activities. The
latter will help to work them out.
THE DIRECTOR GENERAL OF THE PAN AMERICAN UNION.

J\{r. John Barrett, Director General of the Pan American Union
and Secretary General of the Second Pan American Scientific Congress, addressed the conference as follows:
Mr. BARRETT. Ladies and gentlemen, I am not going to make an
address·, but shall just say a word to you in order to tie up, so to
speak, this meeting with the Second Pan American Scientific Con·
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gress. I am here this morning, in a sense, by the request of our executive committee, to make you feel that you are a part of this great
international gathering, although your conference has its own program.
I think you will all be interested to know that there has never before been manifested in the history of the Western Hemisphere such
common interest or common sympathy or such united purpose as
has been shown by the delegates of all the countries represented at
the Second Pan American Scientific Congress. It is a very interesting fact that all these delegates have come here with the sincere appreciation of their responsibilities.
The large number of delegates present and the dominant note of
their conversations reveal a bond of sympathy and a common interest
and testify to the need of action in the Western Hemisphere at a
time when conditions across the waters make it necessary that all the
Americas should unite to meet the new situation with which they are
confronted. There is a feeling that the Western Hemisphere, intellectually as well as financially, must get ready for the conditions
that will follow this conflict across the seas. I think I speak, however, the real sentiment of the congress when I tell you that withal
there is nothing in this congress which is in the slightest degree antagonistic to Europe or antagonistic to the rest of the world outside
of the Western Hemisphere. There is a feeling that this great struggle is so far-reaching in its possible results that the vVestern Hemisphere must be prepared for any contingencies, and that we must be
one as sailors and soldiers, must be one in financial matters, and
that there should run through the mind of every man, woman, and
child throughout the Western Hemisphere the thought that the very
life of the United States and of every one of these Republics may be
determined by the attitude of all the American Republics on this
question of Pan Americanism, following the conclusion of the war.
Many of the delegates have -said to me that, no matter how extraordinarily regrettable it would be if there should be any possible
conflict between Europe on the one hand and the United States on
the other, whichever side is victorious in this war, there will be little
or no love for the United States. The vjctors will s~y that they won
in spite of the United States and of Pan America-for Pan America
is absolutely one with the United States in its attitude of neutrality
in this struggle-and whichever side loses will say that it has lost
because of the attitude of Pan America.
Every del~gate realizes that the power of Europe will be so extraordinary following this war in arms, that it will be backed so
strongly by feeling, which often can not be controlled, that the
Western Hemisphere must stand together for the protection of
itself, of its culture as well as of its commerce and its trade, and
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hat there must be a bond of union that will allow of no question
f division, for under division there is failure. There is a feeling
hat if, by any possible development of events, ·the sovereignty of
:he United States were to be successfully assaulted, it would in·vitably follow that the sovereignty of all other American republics
iVOuld suffer the same experience; and, similarly, it follows that
f the Latin-American republics lost their sovereignty, ours would
o also, because no foreign foe could achieve victory over them except
y a victory over the United States.
You can not develop political unity unless you have the financial
J.tnd intellectual forces of this country working along the same lines
ks the commercial and political.
And here we see the tremendous importance of this gathering this
orning to discuss the question of preparation of our young men for
oreign · service. The very germ, the very seed, that is sown here
ay yet develop into one of the most powerful influences for the
· evelopment of that American solidarity upon which the very pernanency of the Western Hmnisphere may depend. It will be a
remendous influence in making the Monroe doctrine a Pan American
octrine; and I can say to you here that, although this congress, not
eing political, can not write into its final act any declaration that
nakes the Monroe doctrine a Pan American doctrine, there is a maniest feeling among all the delegates, a sympathy on their part, inerpreting the attitude of Latin America toward the great question
hich to-day brings us face to face. It is most interesting and
~ratifying to feel that this very hour, through the influence of this
ongress and those that have preceded it, and through the character
f all Pan Americans, the Monroe doctrine is absolutely and comJletely a Pan American doctrine, which will mean, unless we misnterpret the significance of this meeting and the attitude of the
atin-American members, that every Latin-American country and
very Latin-American citizen, intellectually, morally, and physically, would stand for the sovereignty and integrity of the United
States if it were attacked by a foreign foe, just as quickly .and readily
1s the United States would stand for their sovereignty if they were
1ttacked by a foreign foe.
So with that spirit pervading this mighty gathering of the
Western Hemisphere, it is indeed fortunate that there can be this,
ts it were, parallel assemblage of men and women, having a cousinly
~elation with the Second Pan American Scientific Congress, to come
·~gether to-day to work out in a practical way this splendid spirit,
his Pan American spirit, through a discussion of 1neans for edncatg our young men for the foreign service. ·
·
I extend to you most sincere greetings and welcome and wish you
lhe greatest success in your labors.

16
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PREPARATION FOR THE CONSULAR SERVICE.

Following ~1r. Barrett's remarks the presiding officer introducecl
Mr. Wilbur J. Carr, Director of the Consular Service of the United
States, one of the principal speakers of the conference, and under
\Yhose direction this service is improving rapidly. The men ~n
gaged in it ·are trained to undertake and perfor1n duties that increase
in proportion to the complexi.ty of foreign trade relations and the
participation of the Government of the United States in the same.
~1r. Carr spoke as follows:
Mr. CARR. In entering upon the consideration of educational training for the Consular Service, I presume. we should first inquire what
constitutes the duties of the Consular Service, and, second, what i~
the demand for men for that service. In discussing these points i~
should be borne clearly in mind that what I say does not apply to
the diplomatic branch of the foreign service but only to the consular branch.
The principal functions of consuls of the United States are to promote the rightful interests of American citizens; to protect them in
all of the privileges guaranteed by treaty or conceded by usage; to
vise and when so authorized to issue passports; when permitted b~
treaty, to take charge of and settle the personal estates of American
citizens who die abroad without legal or other representatives; to
ship, discharge, and under certain conditions to maintain and send
home American seamen ; to settle disputes between masters and sean1en of American vessels; to investigate charges of mutiny and insubordination on the high seas and to send mutineers to the U nited
States for trial: to render assistance in the case of wrecked or
stranded Ameri~an vessels and under certain circtunstances to tak~
charge of the wrecks and cargoes ; to certify to the correctness of
the valuation of merchandise shipped from foreign countries to the
United States; to act as official witnesses to marriages of American
citizens abroad; to aid in the enforcement of the immigration laws;
to enforce the sanitary laws of the United States in respect to vesselsl
and cargoes and passengers ; to take depositions and to perform all
other acts which notaries public in the United States are required or
a uthorizecl to perform; to promote American c01nmerce by keeping
the Government and through it the business men of the United
States informed in regard to econon1ic and industrial conditions
abroad, aiding in marketing merchandise in foreign countries, and,
in n1aking connections between American and foreign commercial
houses. In the countries where the United States still possesses extraterritorial rights the consuls exercise judicial £unctions in respec
to American citizens and their property.
1
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For the discharge of these various functions in foreign countries
the lJnited States maintains a consular organization with a personnel of about 1,672 men made up of 5 consuls general at large,
with salaries at $5,000 a year plus expenses; 56 consuls general, with
salaries of from $4,500 to $12,000 ; 233 consuls, with salaries of from
$2,000 to $8,000; 635 subordinate officers, such as vice consuls, consular assistg_nts, interpreter·s, and consular agents, with salaries of
from nothing to $2,600; 743 clerks and other employees with salaries
of from $100 to $1,800; total, 1,672.
0£ the 1,672 members of the Consular Service only about 385 are
in the classified civil service, namely: Five consuls general at large,
56 consuls general, 233 consuls, 40 consular assistants, 26 student
interpreters.
Entrance into these classified positions is by way of examination
and appointment to a consulship of the eighth or ninth class, a
consular assistantship, or a student interpretership. The regulations.
governing admission to the Consular Service by examination have
been in force only a little over nine years. During that period the
new appointments to the service from the eligible list certified by
the board of examiners have . .Q, veraged only a little more than 27 a
year.
In nearly all the discussions that I have read in the past in regard
to education for the Consular Service comparatively little attention
has been given to the number of men who under the most favorable
circumstances could expect to gain admission to the service in any
one year; therefore I invite your special attention to the fact that
the average annual number of new appointments to the classified
positions in the Consular Service since 1906 has been 27. The
actual problem before us is, therefore, the proper education of about
27 men each year for admission to classified positions in the Consular
Service. This is not a large number certainly, but when we stop to
consider not only the performance in a highly efficient manner of the
functions which I have outlined, but the great influence which these
27 annual recruits to the service can have upon the relations of our
business men with the business n1en of other countries, and particularly upon the relations which this Government shall have with
the governments of other nations, I think you will agree with me
that the subject is well worthy of the careful consideration of so
important a body as this congress.
Prior to 1906 it was the practice of the Government of the United
States· to send abroad as its consular officers, men chosen from ci vii
life on account of.political or social influence, who were entirely inexperienced in actual consular work, and frequently in any vocation
that would qualify them for useful service abroad. Even under
3003 °-17--2
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such a system, the Government was fortunate in obtaining a considerable number of very capable and representative men, who reflected
credit upon their country and performed efficient service for it. But
it was impossible to expect uniformly satisfactory results. In order
to satisfy the rapidly growing needs of the Consular Service, due to
the keener interest which our people were taking in foreign trade,
Congress enacted legislation in 1906 which n1ade possible the reerganization of the s~rvice and the promulgation of rules requiring
that the qualifications of each candidate for appointment should be
tested by a board of examiners.
"\Vhen the United States prescribed the rules requiring candidates
for the Consular Service to undergo examination to determine their
fitness for appointment, it merely adopted in modified form a system which other older nations had long before found to be necessary
to the efficiency and proper administration of their consular organizations. Nearly all the continental nations had for years required candidates for consular appointments to undergo some kind of
<'Xamination to determine their fitness.
The rules prescribed by the President of the United States are
silent on the subject of preliminary educational training of candidates, but place upon the board of examiners the duties of determining the qualifications of the candidates. In practice, however, and
by way of consideration for the convenience of candidates, the President restricts designations for examinations to those candidates
whose applications indicate sufficient education for consular work
and the purposes of examination. A college or university education
is not a requirement, although it is considered highly desirable, and
a candidate not exceeding 50 years of age who has had only a highschool education may be designated for examination.
The examination is both written and oral. The written examination embraces the subjects of-

r. International, maritime, and commercial Jaw.
II. Political and commercial geography.
III. Arithmetic.
IV. Modern languages (French, German, or Spanish, and jn adclition any
others that the candidates de:;;ire to submit.)
V. Natural. imlustrial. and commercial resources and commerce of the
United States.
VI. Political economy.
VII. American history, government and institutions.
VIII. Modern history (since 1850) of Europe, South America, and the Far
East.
The oral examination is designed to determin~ the candidate's
business ability, alertness, general contemporary information, and
natural fitness for the service, including moral, mental, and physical
qualifications, character, address, and general education and good
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command of English. It also includes an examination in speaking
modern foreign languages. In the oral examination the board considers the character and disposition of the candidate; his personality as revealed by his address, manners, personal appearance, and
health; his intelligence as it may be indicated by his readiness a:r;t.d
resourcefulness, the tact and judgment which he shows, his knowledge of the English language, and the accuracy of his replies to the
questions asked of him. Then his business experience and ability
are considered upon his own statements and other information
before the board of examiners. The oral test corresponds to the
examination which every business man makes of a prospective employee. Although very generally misunderstood, there is in reality
nothing especially extraordinary about it once its exact purpose is
known.
The two examinations count equally, a total general average of
80 being required as the passing mark.
RESULTS OJ<' EXAMINATIONS.

Since the reorganization of the Consular Service in 1906 and the
r sstriction of admission to those candidates who had been declared
eligible by the examining board, 1,056 persons have been designated
for examination. Only 716, or 67.8 per cen~, of these appeared for
examination, of which number only 813, or 48.7 per cent, passed the
examination and were certified as eligible for appointment; 248 have
already received appointments, and 36 are still on the eligible list
awaiting appointment.
Thus in nine years all but 29 men who passed the examinations
have received appointments. Some of the 29 withdrew their names,
some were from overrepresented States, and the eligibility of some
expired.
The number of candidates certified by the board of examiners as
eligible for appointment has as a rule only slightly exceeded the
demand, but these candidates have not always been of the type
which the board would have preferred to certify, or which the interests of a high-grade service require. There have been a number of
reasons why our Consular Service has not uniformly attracted as
high a type of men from the standpoint of educationaL attainments
as some of the foreign consular services. Our system is still new,
and it rests not upon acts of Congress but upon presidential ·orders.
It has been oftentimes difficult to convince candidates that the
service is free from politics and that the tenure is permanent.
Young men, particularly, do not like to enter the service under these
conditions. Another discouraging fact has been the inadequacy of
remuneration in comparison with that offered by commercial and
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professional pursuits. Young men in America have not yet acquired
that high regard for public service as a career that is so apparent
in Europe.
But the~·e difficulties will gradually disappear as our Consular
Service becomes better known, and the defects of organization and
con1pensation are remedied. Indeed, they are already disappearing.
It is proper to say that even though tenure is still at the pleasure of
the President, and under our govern1nental system that condition is
not easy to change, it is to-day practically pennanent, and there is
no reason to believe that any administration will hereafter undertake
tt> change the system or render consular positions less permanent.
There is no reason to doubt that a young man with proper quahfications who enters the service now may expect to continue so long
as he is efficient and his conduct is satisfactory.
In order to correct the misapprehension that political influence is
necessary to gain admission to examinations, I should say that none
is necessary. There exists a practice, for the convenience of the
department as well as of the candidate, of asking a candidate to place
on file a letter from the Senators from his State, recommending or
consenting to his appointment. This practice is due to the fact that
under our Constitution appointments to the Consular Service are
made by the President with the advice and consent of the Senate; ,
hence, it is desirable to know, before submitting an appointment to
the Senate, whether the Senators from the State from which the
candidate comes are willing to recommend that the Senate give its
consent to the appointment. This is as far as political influence
extends to consular appointments, and I have yet to learn of any
Senator of either party in recent years who has refused to give his
consent to a candidate desiring to take the exa.minations, once he
could be assured of the fitness of the candidate.
DESIRABILITY OF REQUIRING BUSINESS EXPERIENCE.

Some of our business men are fond o£ the view that the Consular
Service should be made up of men who have had practical business
experience, and this view exists not only to some extent in the
United States but also in Germany and Great Britain, and presumably in France_ and other countries. It is based, however, upon
the fact that the business men see only one phase of the activities of
consuls, namely, that of direct promotion of commerce, and they
overlook several other important duties of consuls included among
those I have already mentioned. It is an interesting circumstance
that of the men holding the two highest positions in the An1erican
Consular Service, gained strictly through promotion for n1erit, one
was a newspaper publisher before he entered the Consular Service,
and the other was trained as a naval officer and afterwards resigned
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und went into business. The first had very little, i£ any, actual
business experience. Few o£ the men in the second class o£ consuls
general can be saidto have had business training, although several
among them have been newspaper editors and publishers. In the
third class o£ consuls general two had business experience, one had
been a lawyer, and one a newspDoper correspondent prior to entrance
into the Consular Service. In other classes many o£ the most efficient officers are men who have had no experience in business.
A careful examination o£ the records o£ the personnel o£ the
American Consular Service :fails to show that men who have had
actual business experience 1nake the best consular officers. Indeed,
they do not show that any particular vocation or profession is superior to any other in training men :for successful consular careers.
Another objection to the proposition that consuls should be trained
business men is that the Government will never be able to induce a
large number o£ men o£ a high order o£ ability to give up the independence and rew~rds o£ a successful private business :for the meager
compensation now or likely to be offered, and the unsuccessful or
mediocre business man is not wanted.
Neither France, Germany, nor Great Britain now makes even as
great an effort as the United States to encourage business men to
enter the Consular Service. Great Britain tried to recruit men of
smne business experience, but :failed. The royal c-ommission on
civil service which investigated the matter in 1914 said:
The object aimed at has not been attained. Young men in business who foresee
success in that pursuit are not attracted by the projects of a consular career ;
while of the rest, the majority are handicapped in the examination by the enforced neglect of their studies during their business life. The method we
recommend is to recruit men with a good education at an age corresponding
to a definite stage in the educational system of the country, and then to enable
them, by study of business methods and contact with business life, to appreciate the interests and anticipate the requirements of British merchants.

Germany already trains her men after their selection £or appointment.
Personally, I am more strongly convinced each year that building
up an efficient service requires that admission be restricted to young
n1en with proper educational equipment and that the greater part of
the professional training should take place after entrance into the
service. Business experience even :for a :few months is of the greatest
value, but it would be a mistake to make it an absolute requirement
for admission.
( 0-:\IP"\RISON OF ENTRANCE REQUIREl\IENTS OF VARIOUS GOVERNMENTR.

The preli1ninary educational requirements :for admission to the
examinations are in France practically the equivalent o£ a master's
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degree; in Germany none are prescribed, but the examination is
almost a dead letter, and admission direct to the service is conditional upon what is equivalent with us to a university degree; in
Great Britain none are actually prescribed, although preference is
given to men who have at least the equivalent of a university degree;
the United States requires no specified preliminary education, although in practice a candidate 1nust have as a rule the equivalent of
a course at high school.
An examination of the entrance requirements of Great Britain,
Germany, France, and the ·united States shows that all include in
their examinations for the consular service modern languages,
usually several, geography and political ~conomy; Ger1nany, France,
and the United States include international law; France and Germany include municipal law and commerce; Great Britain and the
lTnited States include commercial and 1naritime law and arithmetic;
Germany and the United States include general history; Germany
includes the subject of consular service; while France requires diplomatic history and private international law.
Therefore, the subjects which the larger nations regard as essential for candidates for the consular service to know are modern
languages, particularly English, I~""rench, German, and Spanish; commercial and maritime law; geography; political economy; general
history; arithmetic; international law; commerce. All of these subjects are included in the requirements for admission to the. Consular
Service of the lJnited States, although much less stress is placed
upon a knowledge of modern languages than is desirable. The reason for this is a very practical one, however. The study of modern
languages in this country has not attained sufficient popularity or
thoroughness to perrnit an attempt to raise our consular requirements to the standard of the European examinations.
While mentioning the subject of 1nodern languages pern1it me to
say that if the young men who come to us from the universities of
the country exhibit correctly the results of the instruction usually
given, there must be something radically wrong with the modernlanguage instruction, because few of them seem to be able to make
practical use of the languages they have studied, either in conversation or in writing.
With the facts before you in regard to the requirements of the
United States and other Governments for admission to the consular
service, it seems hardly necessary for me to say more. But I should
like to add a few thoughts upon the s11bject which you may wish to
consider.
The George Washington lJniversity for some time carried on
most useful work designed to prepare 1nen for the Diplomatic and
Consular Service. Other educational institutions have courses, of
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which you doubtless know, of more or less thoroughness; but, I
think you will agree with me, from the statistics I have given, that
it is very doubtful whether it is either necessary or wis3 to consider
the establishment of a special institution in any wise corresponding
to Anna polis or West Point in this country for preparation for the
Diplomatic and Consular Service.
I think it may well justify serious consideration as to how many
special courses you can maintain in your universities-that is,
courses additional to the regular courses in the university-for
preparation for this particular work; but there is a way in which I
think our needs can be Inet, and very much greater needs be met, by
taking advantage of and meeting the condition which is confronting
us now with reference to the training o:f men for :foreign service in
connection with our export trade, due to increased business with
other countries through private enterprise. So :far as I know, the
eligible men :for that kind of work are very :few, and in this connection the educational institutions o:f this country are confronted with
a problem which they will have to meet. From what I have seen of
the work at Harvard and in the school of commerce of the University of New York, it seems to me that it would be perfectly possible to combine a course of training :for the American consular service
with a course of training :for service in export trade, and have sufficient demand for those courses to enable them to be maintained, or,
at least, a reasonable part of them.
lvir. SIVIITH, of the Brazilian delegation. Could that be based upon
the increase in the proportion of sale or possible sales, to be expected
by reason of the expansion of trade~
Mr. CARR. You can not make a prediction as to that. There are
bvo or three things we have in mind :for the :future, but the time is
not opportune :for the accomplishment of them. One is a paid vice
consular service. That would at least double the classified personnel. It would double with the natural increase in the number of consulates due to the expansion of our people and trade all over the
world. Every year we put in a new consulate or so in South America
or the Far East. Last year we established two or three consulates
in South America and a couple of new ones in China. Next year
\ve shall add to these, and, as the time goes on, the personnel of the
service will be considerably larger. What I mean is that we shall, I
hope, reach the point where we must have a paid or professional
vice consular service, 1nade up, not of men we pick up here and there
and send abroad without any particular educational training and
\vho, as under the present system, have no permanency of tenure,
but men who will enter the service just as our consuls now do. And
we shall some day get to that; just how soon I do not know. The
developn1ent o:f our Consular Service should keep pace with, if not in
advance of, the development of our :foreign interests and commerce.
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~1r. J\ilcCoRI\HCK, chancellor of the University of Pittsburgh.
"\Vould there be any overlapping of duties of the commercial attache
by those of the consul?
Mr. CARR. I think they are sufficiently independent. We have
tried to make them so. vVe have tried to define the field of activity
of each, so that there should not be any overlapping. You understand, of course, that the function of the commercial attache is primarily diplmnatic rather than consular, and that all the work which
consuls formerly did before the commercial attache was appointed
they still do. The commercial attache, according to our theory
and that of the Department of Commerce, is to add to and not to
duplicate the work that has been carried on by the Consular Service.
Mr. McCoRMICK. But their responsibility is not coordinate, is it?
1\fr. CARR. There will always be a divided responsibility. The
Department of State is responsible for the diplomatic phase of the
duties of the commercial attache, and the Department of Commerce
is responsible for his commercial work. I do not, however, think
that we need worry over that question. I think it settles itself.
Mr. McCoRMICK. There is, for example, a diplomatic side of tht:J
Consular Service.
Mr. CARR. Yes; a very large one.
Mr. McCoRMICK. That is particularly true in Australia, Canada,
and in Calcutta, where the consular officer is a quasi diplomatic
officer.
Mr. CARR. Yes; he actually has no diplomatic position, but by
force of circmnstances and by his own ingenuity he sometimes has
practically eli plomatic functions.
Mr. McCoRMICK. You said there were 27 appointments made
annually. How many were appointments to the positions of consul~
Mr. CARR.' I should think at least half.
Mr. McCoRl\HCK. And the others were what?
Mr. CARR. Student interpreters and consular assistants.
Mr. McCoRMICK. I-Iow much attention is paid to the distribution
of these appointn1ents among the several States?
Mr. CARR. They are distributed geographically by States, according to population. I prefer not to enter into that very far, beyond
saying that it has been perhaps one of the penalties we have to pay
to get the system established.
I a1n convinced that the university training you would give a man
who is to be an export manager or an international banker, or who
is even to be a salesman abroad, is essentially that which would
meet the requirements of the Consular Service. I do not see why
it would not furnish the foundation for the making of a good consul,
plus some specialization in international law and in the history of
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treaties and similar subjects. It seems to me we have there the
basis of a work which can be done and will meet our needs and th ~Yx~
of the new field of foreign commerce.
The small number of men who can hope to gain admission to C1e
Consular Service seems to me to make impracticable a special institution for training men for that service. Indeed, it 'vould see:n
hardly to justify the maintenance of many special courses in the
nniversities if those eourses were not a regular part of the work
offered. But there is a way by whieh it seems to me the requirements
of the Consular Service can be met, as I have already intim.ated,
without undue difficulty~ namely, by combining the vvork for the
Consular Service with that for foreign commerce. The latter field
is a comparatively new one and yet likely to be of great importance
~lncl to require n1any 1nen with special training and know ledge of
languages. The course I have indicated in outline, combined with
the so-called laboratory method of instruction employed at Harvard
and in some other institutions, would doubtless prove of the greatest
advantage in preparing men for useful consular careers.
I-Iowever, since I am speaking of men who are thinking of training
for the foreign service, I want to point out one thing which has generally been overlooked. It is not sufficient to consider mere educational training for the Consular Service, and, I might say, also for the
Diplomatic Service. Something more than mere educational training
is needed, and that is careful attention to the personality of candichttes. Too 1nuch emphasis can not be placed upon the importance
of personality. A man may come to us with ever so good an education and prove to be utterly useless for our purposes. If I could
apportion the weight of education to that of personality, I should
almost be inclined to say that the proportion should be about twothirds personality and one-third education. A large part of a consular officer's ·w ork brings him into direct contact with men, and his
success depends in a large measure upon his ability, first, to maintain
good relations with these 1nen; and, second, to influence their minds.
ITowever, it is of far greater importance ultimately that consular
ofiicers should be able to build up among the people in their districts
feelings of respect and regard for the United States and its people
than that they should be expert in the analysis of trade statisties
and in the collection of information, although it is essential that
these duties be performed, and performed efficiently. Regardless of
their educational attainments, only men of good personality and of
character can hope to carry on successfully the larger missions oi
the Consular Service, and, while obtaining protection for American
citizens and their interests, make progress in the cultivation of
cordial and sympathetic relations between their fellow Americans
at home and the foreign peoples among whom they live, and
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thein strengthen the bonds of friendship and understanding
Letween the United States and other nations. If composed of such
1nen, our Consular Service may win the regard and respect of the
South American, his sympathetic interest in us, and his willingness
to come naturally and of his own free will to trade with us and have
relations with us. That is very important. I think a tremendous
jnfluence can be exerted through our Diplomatic and Consular Servjee if proper atten6cn is given to the personality of the men.
The CI-L\IRJ\L\.:N. 01:e Yery important function that the American
consular officer has performed is that of s~rving as agent in collecting information for the Department of the Interior and the Bureau
of Education. I was recently telling smne educational group at the
Bureau of Education that few men can write such readable reports
of education as these consular agents give us. Just how accurate
they are I do not know; but they are straightforward and unusually
readable. Some of you probably know that at the last meeting of the
National Education Association a resolution was passed asking
Congress to provide for educational attaches at the various legations,
showing the growing desire which the educators of this country have
for accurate information about education in foreign countries.
I hope those who are connected with schools teaching modern
languages will consider the needs of the Consular Service in respect
to modern language instruction. "'\Vhat the Consular Service requires is that its candidates be taught not so much about languages,
but that they be taught the languages themselves and their practical
use. vVhat is your idea about that, Mr. Carr~
Mr. CARR. Well, Mr. Chainnan, if the young 1nen who come to us
for the consular examinations exhibit correctly the results of instruction they receive in our educational institutions I think there
1nust be smnething radically wrong with n1.odern language instruction. The n1en may have a so-called literary lmowledge o:f 1nodern
languages; they 1nay be able •to write books and translate accurately, but for the practical purposes o:f our consular service they do
not either write or read the modern languages which they have been
taught. A young man came into my office some days ago from one
of the very well-lmown universities of this country. A very bright
young man he was, too. He had completed his university course
and wanted to go into the Consular Service, and was willing to go
in as unclassified subordinate for the experience until he could take
the required examinations. I asked him as to his qualifications and
as to his education first. Then I asked hi1n for his knowledge of
foreign languages, and he said, " I had :four years' work in French
and German." I asked hiin " Where~ " He told me the name of his
university, and I said, "Then you don't speak or write the language~" His answer was, "No; I don't." That mav be a some-
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rhat exaggerated Case, but it illustrates what the situation IS Ill
tegard to the teaching of modern languages.
. The CnAIRl\IAN. We shall not solve this question until we begin
lhe teaching of languages much lower in the grades. There is now
t growing movement to reorganize our system of 12 years of elenentary and secondary education on the basis of 6 of one and 6
f the other. vVhen that is done it will be possible to begin the
eaching of 1nodern languages at a time when children can still
earn the1n with some degree of certainty and ease.
As Mr. Carr has pointed out, the demand for Inen in the Consular
Service is not large enough to justify the establishment of courses
ln many institutions for the training which this service requires, and
bhis is true also of the demand in other branches of education.
President Goodnow, of Johns Hopkins University, tells me that
bhree institutions in the United States teaching Semitic languages
would be sufficient. I reminded him of a statement I had heard
bhat at one time there were at Johns I-Iopkins four classes in Semitic
languages, and one man made up three of those classes.
I-Iitherto we have been very busy developing the continent. Our
!attention has been turned inward, away from the seas to the inland.
We have given cmnparatively little thought to the outside world.
It is only within the past few years that we have begun to turn our
attention to the world abroad and to foreign commerce, but now we
have begun to manufacture for the markets of the world, and we
feel the need of better Ineans for international intercourse. The
war in Europe has emphasized this need.
I think I reflect the true spirit of this Nation when I say that we
do not desire to enter upon international commerce on a large scale
in any spirit of narrow selfishness. We do not want to injure the
commerce of any other country in the world. Our individual good
is bound up with the common good of the world. It is our purpose
to play our part unselfishly for our own good and for the good of
all peoples. In this spirit we shall be able to accmnplish most for
ourselves and for the world as a whole. ·
I now take pleasure in introducing Mr. J a1nes W. Farrell, president of the United States Steel Corporation and of the National
Foreign Trade Council of New York City.

t
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Mr. FARRELL. ~Ir. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, I have been
asked to read a paper on "Training for foreign trade." I naturally
see it ·from the business man's point of view, since I am a business
man.
Although foreign trade has always been a vital factor in the
prosperity of the United States, the number of citizens directly
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engaged in it has not, thtls far, been so great as to lend nationa
character to the question of training the young for its clevelopmen
So long as our exports consisted chiefly of surplus natural products
the mechanism of sale and shipment was provided mainly by th
oversea purchaser. The importation of large quantities of foo
products not produced in this country, manufactured merchandise
and raw materials for manufacture, has been conducted by a com
paratively small number of individuals.
~1r. Edward N. Hurley, of the Federal Trade Commission, recentll
stated that there were 250,000 business corporations in this country
exclusive of banking, railroad, and public utility corpm·ations. Onlu
()0,000 of these earn more than $5,000 per year. Reviewing the op
orations of these 60,000, he found that 20,000 have sales of less than
, $100,000; 20,000 n1ore sell from $100,000 to $250,000; 10,000 additional from $250,000 to $500,000; 5,000 corporations ship annuall~l
$500,000 to $1,000,000 worth of goods; 4,500 have total sales from
$1,000,000 to $5,000,000; while only 462 industrial and mercantile
corporations do an annual business of $5,000,000 or more.
How many of these corporations are engaged in foreign trade is
not stated, but fron1 knowledge of those sufficiently interested to
becmne affiliated with national organizations endeavoring to foster
foreign trade, it is doubtful if the number is very considerable. It
is doubtless true that the great bulk of the foreign commerce of the
United States has been handled by a score of our largest corporations. This is because these companies were able to organize departments exclusively devoted to this branch of business and invest large
sums of money in establishing agencies and branches in foreign
countries. But the fact remains-and this, I take it, is the foundation on which we are building-that at least several thousand of the
corporations referred to by Mr. Hurley are now becoming interested
in the extension of their trade to foreign lands. No doubt many of
them can, by sustained effort, develop oversea markets for their
products anq our foreign trade will gain through a greater diversification.
Those who are taking the initial steps by creating export departments in their organizations, and adjusting or changing their products to-meet conditions prevailing in the markets they would reach,
are, first of all, confronted by the problem of obtaining workmen,
office men, salesmen, and executives trained to handle their business, .
n difficulty which, it is safe to say, but few con1panies find easy of
~olution. This condition prevails because the foreign trade of the
United States is in its infancy and only recently has the question of
special training been considered by public men, corporations, public
schools, and universities.
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\Ve are only just realizing that this is one of the handicaps we
.ave been under in the competition with our European commercial
iva1s, and this is why banking, shipping, exporting, and manufacituring offices are employing an ever-increasing number of foreignorn persons who acquire the requisite special training in schools,
niversities, and business offices in England, Germany, and France.
Few foreigners, however, become managers or salesmen for us, and
mong the bri.g htest business men in the United States to-day are
1ose Americans in our exporting offices, or out on the firing line,
uilding a foreign trade. Abundant success has con1e to these men
ho have gone through the training mill and perfected themselves
rfor the work. But I wish to impress upon you the fact that, if we
need American ships and American banks for our foreign trade, the
need for an army of specially trained American salesmen and employees is more acute.
It happens that since the war and while our exports have been
increasing at an unusual rate, manufacturers and business houses of
rrll kinds which never before handled a single order from a foreign
land, have been receiving orders. To appreciate the need of trained
men in this business, one should sit in the offices of the foreign-trade
bureaus of the Government, or have an acquaintance among that
large class of professional trade advisers operating as commission
brokers, bankers, or as secretaries of public commercial organizations.
Upon receipt of his first few orders, and for that matter his first
few hundred orders, the merchant new to the exporting business
finds himself in dire need of advice and help. He is willing to pay
:for the advice, but sometimes intelligent advice concerning the intricacies of foreign trade is not available; least of all can he readily
obtain the service of men capable of handling foreign business
properly. Perhaps many of our new exporters have not yet fully
realized their interest in this matter, but it is apparent to those who
have been familiar with these problems that as trade continues to
expand and n1ore and more business houses find themselves called
into the foreign trade field onr progress as a nation will be. retarded
unless steps are taken, and that speedily, to overcome this defect
in our commercial system.
It 1nay be expected that for many years a large part of our exports
will consist of natural products and foodstuffs which will practically
sell themselves, "\vhile manufactured goods must be adapted to the
requirements of the foreign buyer and sold in competition with those
who are already well intrenched and well informed as to the requirements of foreign markets. It will be readily seen that as the competition becomes more keen the necessity for salesmen well tra~ned
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and well equipped to cope with the complex problems of export
trade becomes more acute.
I
Of equal importance to the training of men for export trade i~
the preparation of others for the intelligent handling of import
trade. Our position in i'nternational commerce should rest upon a
fair exchange of values. Imports of raw materials indispensable tq
manufacturing constitute an element of value in the finished product
and are a factor, therefore, in determining the price at which it can
be sold competitively in a foreign market.
l(nowledge of conditions governing production in other countries
is gained only by the closest study and by using the sources of information available in various trades, based upon fundamental principles o£ commerce. Little does the public generally realize the vast
amount of know ledge of this special nature possessed by those now
conducting our import trade, knowledge which, as is the case with
export trade, has been largely acquired by experience.
The various activities o£ foreign trade, such as manufacturing,
buying, selling, advertising, shipping, banking, and investing, call
for a steadily increasing army o£ young Inen. Many institutions
heretofore engaged solely in domestic business are organizing export
branches. In case existing staffs can not be utilized for this new
work, additional organizations will be required.
Through its committee on education £or foreign trade tile National
Foreign Trade Council has conducted an interesting investigation
as to the efficacy of our public school and college education as a
preparation for foreign trade. A general outline of the results of
this inquiry will be presented to you by Mr. W. D. Simmons, chairman of that committee, and. I will not discuss it further than to say
that it indicated that even a know ledge of the three Rs was not
thoroughly acquired by many of the graduates o£ our public schools.
It must be apparent that a thorough knowledge of these rudimentary branches is necessary to any man who contemplates engaging in commercial or social intercourse, and that without this groundwork he can not successfully equip himself with higher education
in college or other institutions. The lack of adequate preparation in
the common-school branches can not be laid entirely at the door
of either pupil or teacher, since it is known that business men seldom
exe-rt themselves to the extent of demanding improvement in methods
of instruction or in courses of study, although they are frequently
the sufferers because of the educational shortcomings of their
employees.
Indeed, the praiseworthy efforts of teachers to adapt their methods
to the needs of everyday life often meet with scant response, and it
is not therefore strange that public-school courses are molded along
lin~s which accord with the demand for cultural adjuncts, which.
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hile quite necessary, should not be allowed to absorb the time and
:ffort required to acquire the first essentials of a common-school
ducation.
Under the influence of sentiment aroused by construction of the
anama Canal and conspicuous expansion of our foreign trade
ommercial geography is now more extensively taught, and instruc. on in languages, particularly Spanish, is extending. The usefuless of this instruction will depend upon the cooperation of business
en with educators, but know ledge of Spanish, German, or French
by no means the sole necessity in preparing to engage in export
nd import trade. English is the most extensively used of the comercial languages, and it is of prime importance that an American
ngaged in foreign trade should be able to employ his native tongue
:ffectively and persuasively.
It is frequently the case that the clerk employed in a business office
~r store is unable to write an all-round good business letter. This
~hortcoming is often the reason for his failure to advance. This
lack of knowledge is frankly deplored by educators. "\Vhile occa~ional progress has been Inade in the public schools, and commercial
pubjects are taught with an appeal to the imagination of the pupil,
~here is still much room for improvement.
In the schools of Chattanooga, Tenn., commercial geography is
taught by means of a n1ap of the world bearing a flag at every point
~here Chattanooga goods are sold. When the Panama Canal is
considered, the interest of the pupils is instantly aroused by the
statement that the Panama Canal could not have been built without
certain materials manufactured in Chattanooga. This method might
readily be employed elsewhere, as every State and city exports or
mports some product. Such methods bring the pupil close to the
·ountries and the oceans which are touched upon and keeps his in.erest alive. The world's associations are so intimate as to readily
1ppeal to every boy and girl where practical examples are given, and
he vivid impressions so made will never be effaced.
The problem of training for foreign trade is inseparable, so far- as
oncerns common school or secondary education, from that of training
or domestic business. The public school should prepare its pupils
or life, and life with us is business. In advanced education, certain
nstitutions are doing pioneer work, developing advanced courses in
the economics of trade and in close association with those occupied in
export and import business.
In several of our great seaport cities educational institutions have
provided late afternoon or evening lectures for those employed in
:foreign trading houses or the export departments of manufacturing
corporations, shipping offices, etc., thus bringing within reach of the
ambitious the opportunity to reinforce practical experience bv studv.

~
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The result is an effective cmnbination of theory and practice. The
graduate schools of a number of universities offer interesting courses!
to those who haYe completed college courses, recognizing that th~
need of higher education for foreign trade occupies the same plane of,.
importance as the learned professions. Business men should see that
0pportunities equally attractive to those of the home field are open1
to the young men who thus painstakingly equip themselves.
But there are possibilities offering for men not possessed 9f a college~
education, for it is a fact that academic culture, while hdpful, avails
little as compared with training in business acquired through attention to detail and general application to fundamentals.
Special training is particularly necessary in trade with growing'
countries requiring 1naterials for construction of railways, tramways,ll
port works, n1.ines, lumber mills, and power plants, all necessary to
the development of natural resources which, in turn, will sustain a
lJopulation consuming other manufactures. These countries are dependent upon foreign investment.
Hitherto, Europe has been the source of loans. It is general
1.-n·owledge in Latin America and the Far East that industrial enterprises, financed in Europe, give preference to European materials.
Often the purchases and the investment are a part of a single operation inaccessible to An1.erican industry. Such a transaction involves
close calculations and the establishment of helpful relationships in!
the country affected which, practically speaking, means the creation
of a special sphere of influence an<i, needless to say, can be successJully undertaken only by those thoroughly familiar with the business.
It is to be hoped that American capital will be employed in similar
enterprise abroad. The degree -of success will depend not so much
upon the existence in this country of capital susceptible to the attraction of foreign opportunity as upon the intelligence, foresight, and
knowledge manifested in taking advantage of such opportunity.
It is noteworthy, in this connection, that American banking houses
have, since the beginning of this war, given greater attention to our
foreign trade and, through the operations of the Federal reserve act,
have established, or are considering the establishment of, foreign
Lranches. They have found it desirable to begin the systematic
training of men whom they believe best fitted for foreign work in the
essential elements of foreign exchange, investment, banking, and
collateral lines of business. It has been realized that one of the prerequisites of success in such fields of endeavor is either securing men
experienced in such work or developing them.
The first necessity for a young man engaged in foreign trade is a
knowledge of the particular business in which he is employed. N oth~
ing can take the place o£ this, for mistakes can be made in every
1
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language and in every land. In many markets, the superiority,
quality, finish, and adaptability o£ the American product are £actors
in its favor. No salesman can employ this fact to advantage unless
he is technically familiar with the product and able to demonstrate
it; nor can he quickly perceive new opportunities unless familiar
with every possibility o£ his goods. Should his product not be
quite adapted to the especial needs of a foreign market he should be
able to recommend changes which will be acceptable alike to his
customer and the factory.
Our schools and colleges are now turning out technically equipped
young men for all industries, and these, together with others coming
up £rom the ranks, are the material £or an increasing army of
foreign traders.
The second qualification is a know ledge o£ foreign langua~es, and
this can be gained by any intelligent man. Linguistic ability, £or
business purposes, is- very different £rom that taught in schools and
colleges and by the average instructor, which is based on literature
and reading, rather than on conversation and commerce. It is doubtful i£ public school and college instruction in languages ever will
prepare the salesman to transact business in a given tongue. Personal contact with those in foreign countries is necessary, as the
young trader will find after taking up his residence abroad.
The attention which a number o£ American firms are now giving
to the equipment o£ their young men £or both domestic and foreign
trade is commendable. Their plans have been developed .in the past
few years, ranging in the case o£ some firms £rom a practical training under skilled instructors in all the phases o£ their foreign trade
to classes in manufacturing, when the students visit the mills and
workshops and are systematically taught (although, necessarily, in
a comparatively brief time) the principles of manufacturing and
the uses o£ the manufactured product. Others are training selected
young men in their shops and mills, to later acquire an office experience preparatory to their use in foreign and domestic branches.
Still others are either having classes in . foreign languages conducted
]n their own offices or plants or are facilitating in cmnmercial schools
or colleges study o£ commercial law, transportation, languages,
economics, or such other special topics as the employee destined £or
foreign or domestic service will require in his future career. Some
have special manufacturing courses £or beginners covering periods
ranging £rom several months to several years; in the latter case,
where considerable technical knowledge and experience are required
to develop a satisfactory salesman or engineer.
3003°-17--3
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The chief requisites, therefore, in the training o:f young men :for a
successful career in the :foreign trade may be briefly summarized as
follows:
1. A well-grounded knowledge of the English language, to permit
dear and concise expression. A knowledge of one or more languages
in addition to English.
2. A comprehensive knowledge of the :fundamental rules of arithInetic, including percentage, merchandise and currency calculations,
and short 1nethods of accurate computation.
3. A practical knowledge of business-office routine, including the
proper handling of mail, receipt and preparation of orders, invoicing, and accounting.
4. A practical working knowledge of the routine of manufacturing of any given line of products, including the elements o:f cost of
production. If this can be arranged by actual experience in Inanu:facture, the results are likely to be of greater benefit than the superficial, limited inspection of manufacturing processes frequently used
as the basis of a salesman's equipment.
5. Sufficient acquaintance with commercial law and practice, particularly with respect to the negotiation of ordinary business contracts, to enable deter1nination o:f ordinary questions relating to
busine,ss without :frequent recourse to legal assistance.
6. A know ledge o:f domestic and :foreign markets, based upon a.
careful study of natural and manufactured products, and their application to the commerce of nations.
7. Systematic study of the ocean-borne transportation of the world
to attain a degree of :familiarity with the types of vessels suitable for
the various cargoes adapted to respective trades, the loading of such
vessels, the relation of freight rates to Ineasurement and weight
cargo, and to the class of cargo, a general know ledge of the :fundamentals of chartering, ocean bills· of lading, consular requirements,
marine and war-risk insurance, and similar subjects identified with
ocean transportation. If the products to be sold come into competition with home manufactures or with materials on which there are
discriminatory duties in :favor of other nations, the study of the customs tariffs would ultimately be essential.
It is manifestly difficult, within the limitations of a brief paper, to
set :forth more than a general outline of the elementary training required by those who expect to make foreign trade their life work.
That "experience is the best teacher" is a truism especially applicable to foreign commerce.
It is quite within the range of the capabilities of the average
young man to acquire, through diligence and application, a practical
training on the subjects enumerated, and the knowledge thus ac-
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quired is an equipment which will undoubtedly form the basis bf a
successful business career.
Mr. B~ANDON, of Miami University. Mr. Chainnan, I would like to
call attention to one of the reasons why instruction in English about
which business men complain so much is so often poor. It is so often
the case that the teacher of English is overburdened. He has not only
too many classes to teach, but these classes are entirely too large.
Imagine a business man trying to instruct 30 or 40 clerks at the same
time and to properly educate them in any particular line of work. We
know that the horse breeder will get one .Inan to devote all his time to
t aking care of and bringing out the fine qualities of one horse that rnay
be eventually worth perhaps as much as $50,000; but yet a man will
let his son, for whom he would not take $50,000,000, go into a large
cl:1ss in his mother tongue where the business man himself recognizes
the fact that excellence in that tongue and the correct use of it is the
foundation for all his future career, either business, social, or political.
:Mr. CLINTON D. SMITH. Mr. Chairman, I want to say as a Brazilian that we demand in the men who propose to come to Brazil for
business that they shall be men of affairs. We want them to ·speak
French no matter what the issue of this war may be. French is the
most important one language to know; and ill fares the concern in
business that sends to Brazil representatives that do not speak
French. And then I beg again to call attention to the importance of
learning Portuguese and not Spanish.
Send us, if you can, men of character. I have seen many hundreds of business men in Santos go to ruin because they were not
men of character. Send us men of good physiqu3 and good morals.
As to their mental equipments, I do not propose to go into that to any
extent. English is something I suppose that they should have, too.
There is 10 per cent less English spoken in Montevideo to-day than
there was 10 years ago. vVhy is that~ Because the Germans, with
their ordinary horse sense, have gone to work to win the commerce of
Montevideo, and you can not take it away from them. Why, Mr.
Chairman~ Because they are trained in the essentials; because they
have dedicated themselves from early youth to one specific line of
work in one specific country and under one specific set of conditions.
The German may not be mentally as broad as the An1erican-trained
busin.ess man, but he is sharper when it comes to special training.
But above everything the Brazilians appreciate a good, straight,
upright, and honest salesman, and your American salesman of that
type will beat out any tricky salesrnan from any other country, no
matter how well prepared the other fellow may be. I have seen it
done. I can cite you many instances in the sale of cultivators.
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There is another thin·g I vvant to speak of in this connection. You
ought to have a good survey of Brazil, and I am glad to learn that the
Forestry Department hae taken that up. We have an enormous
amount o£ forest land there; nobody knows just how much there is
of it. We have mariy things in Brazil that you need, and you have
many things that Brazil needs. There are men from Brazil now making a survey of the markets of this country to see where they can best
sell the goods that Brazil has to sell.
In conclusion, then, we beg and beseech you to send us good, strong
men first-that is the most important-and then n1en who are trained
for the business, who know French and Portuguese, and then know
thoroughly some one specific line of work. If they are coming
down there to sell woolen goods, if they are going to compete with
the Germans, they must know the sources and markets of wool.
I thank you for this opportunity.
The CHAIRMAN. It is very well that we should have our attention
called to the fact, which perhaps some of us do not fully realize,
that Brazil occupies such an immense area, and that its language
is Portuguese and not Spanish. It has as large a population as the
United States had in 1850, and, as you have been told by Mr. Smith,
Brazil is 300,000 square miles larger than the United States. I
would like to ask whether one can get along with Spanish in Brazil~
Mr. SMITH. They don't like the language of the gaucho, or cowboy, as they call Spanish, but they do understand it. It is very
similar to Portuguese.
The CHAIRMAN. In this connection I might state there are only
three high schools in the United States, so far as I know, that teach
Portuguese. We shall need more knowledge of this language in
order to succeed well in our efforts to develop commerce with Brazil.
The meeting adjourned at 12.20 o'clock to reconvene at 2.30
o'clock in Carroll Hall, the use of which had been tendered by the
rector of St. Patrick's Church.

AFTERNOON SESSION.
The meeting was resumed at 2.30 o'clock in Carroll Hall.
P. P. Claxton presided as chairman of the confe:t;ence.

Dr.
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Carr has promised to come here this afternoon if he possibly can. I think it may be well for us to take up
this afternoon his paper and the questions that you may want to
ask him, and then discuss more specifically the commercial educational purpose of the conference. Until Mr. Carr comes let us continue to consider the subject of his paper-that is, preparation for
the Consular Service. Is Mr. Ada1ns of the steering committee of
this conference here ?
Mr. ADAMS. Yes. I see here, however, another representative of
Leland Stanford who is as fully qualified to speak as I am upon
the interest that we have in training ·for the Consular Service, but
I will first say a few words.
:filly own particular interest, and I judge that of most of the delegates from the American universities and colleges, is in trying to
see what we as colleges or universities may do for this service. The
problem that confronts us is one that confronts all university teachers, whether of history, economics, law, jurisprudence, or of languages, and it resolves itself into just what we can do. Now, in
the paper presented this morning by Mr. Carr certain statements
were made which seemed to qualify the usefulness of A1nerican
universities. The statement that 27 men per year had been appointed in the service seemed to make it for 1nost American universities not a very profitable thing to deal with in any large way.
In preparation for this meeting in which I am gl:'eatly interested
(we have sent a .few men from Leland Stanford University into the ·
Consular Service) , I examined the courses in the catalogues of 8 or
10 principal universities of America which they claim are serviceable for the Consular Service.
After hearing the paper which was read this morning I doubt
\vhether more than one-half of those courses are of any use, and I feel
that what we ne·ed most of all is direction from the head of the
Consular Service in Washington to determine, if possible, the exact
37
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nature of the courses we may give. We have recognized that we can
not by any possibility fully equip a man for the Consular Service.
My own feeling about that side of the question this afternoon is that
we shall make best progress if we can get specific answers from Mr.
Carr in respect to these courses, which seem to be limited so far to
courses in international law, in commercial law, maritime law, business administration, accounting, general history, and most of all,
in actual spoken language work, which he quite wisely and rightly
stated is very deficiently treated at present in our universities.
I really know very little about the subject treated in the second
paper of the morning session. But in the matter of consular training for men of higher caliber, higher character, and higher recognition of what their duties are, I am intensely interested and am
ready to answer questions in regard to what I have done in the
preparation for this meeting. As I have said, I examined catalogues
of a number of universities in order to see what instruction they giTe
along this line. I have also conferred with Mr. Eli T. Sheppard,
the founder of the Japanese consular service. He began, you know,
his work in San Francisco in 1862.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you kindly tell us what you do~
Mr. ADAMS. We give courses only in history, economics, jurisprudence, etc., which in other universities are specified as fitting for
the Consular Service. It so happens that four or five young men
have taken work in economics, jurisprudence and history, and have
entered the Consular Service. We have courses that cover nearly
all that is covered in the other universities, but we make no special
pretense of specially fitting a man for the Consular Service.
The CHAIRMAN. That would be practically a repetition of what Mr.
Carr stated this morning to be the practice in other universities~
~lr. ADAMS. Yes. There are other courses, however, in other uni"Versities. I know Chicago University gives a course in ethics.
A VOICE. Would not that meet the requirements of our Brazilian
friend who spoke this morning~
~Ir. ADAMS. I think likely it would.
The CHAIRMAN. You spoke of Mr. Eli T. Sheppard and of what
he thought was desirable.
Mr. ADAMS. Yes; will you permit me to read his statement?
The CHAIRMAN. We shall be glad to have you do so.
~1r. ADAMS. Permit me to offer, then, by way of preface, a per~,onal statement in regard to Mr. Sheppard. He began his diplomatic
and consular service during the Civil War in the Department of
State of \Vashington, and afterwards served for a long time 1n
China as consul and consul general. He is really the founder of
the modern Japanese consular service.
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If I nl.ay confine myself to the requisites, I think I can state
briefly those which Mr. Sheppard says are of prime consideration
in training for the consular service: First, an advanced degree of
education and knowledge of special character, since no general college course is adequate; second, preparation in a broad college course
into which is to be woven special training-a good consul, however,
must have something more than a special education and training;
third, a consul must always have the ability to speak the language
of the country to which he is sent; fourth, good manners and good
social standing; and fifth, to sum up, in addition to a liberal education, a highly specialized knowledge of international law, commercia] law, political economy, consular and commercial treaties, cOinmercial geography, and modern languages. This is a high standard
thnt is set by Mr. Sheppard; and, as you see, he insists that no college
edncation can qualify a man.
To return to the thing that interests us here, I want the Department of State, or Mr. Carr, to tell us what sort of curriculum we
should offer in the colleges and how that may be supplemented
later by further training.
DELEGATE OF CLARK UNIVERSITY. My experience in Europe has
been that one of the great obstacles to the effective work of an
American living abroad is the conceited contempt that the average
American has for foreign countries, and I think that the same attitude will possibly be found in some of our official representatives
in foreign lands. I should like to ask Mr. Adams whether in any
university there are courses which try to inspire the men with a
sympathetic appreciation of the Spanish or French or the people
of any other country to which they may be sent~
Mr. ADAMS. I answer that by saying that within the last 10 or 15
years most American universities have developed courses which are
intended not only to give a knowledge of history, the externals of
foreign countries, but something of the civilization, the culture, and
the ideals of those countries. How far that can be accomplished it
is impossible to say.
The CHAIRMAN. In mentioning the qualifications necessary for a
successful consul you stated as one of those requisites a definite and
comprehensive knowledge of the country and the people to which
the consul goes. Some time ago I tal1red with a man who stands
high in the Consular Service. For many years he was in South
America. He said the South Americans disliked us because of our
ignorance of South American geography, history, literature, and life,
and our air of contempt for things South American. We and our
representatives need to have some real knowledge of South America,
and our schools should undertake to give it. Until now we have
used South America largely to practice map drawing on in the
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schools-because it is so easy to draw-and the average high-school
boy and average college man know practically nothing about South
An1erica, its geography, its history, its life, its culture, and the ideals
of its people.
Mr. McCoRl\IICIL I do not want to make a speech, but I do want to
have this conference accomplish something, if possible. If the Consular Service is not an important matter for our universities-and
it would appear so from what Mr. Carr told us this morning-then
would it not be wiser for us to turn to that field which obviously
is important~ And no one can be in doubt after listening to ~1r.
Farrell this morning as to what that field is. If the universities
can only train 27 men each year for consular positions, but can train
2,700 men for other positions in South America and elsewhere,
should not this conference give itself over to the discussion of the
latter rather than to the discussion of qualifications of the Consular
Service~

Mr. BRANDON. I think it might be well if Mr. Martin, of Leland
Stanford, to whom ~fr. Adams referred, would give us a brief
resume of the course of study that he gives on Latin A1nerica.
J\IIr. ~fARTIN. The work at Leland Stanford University along the
lines of Latin-American history is something that is comparatively
new. The courses we are offering are still somewhat tentative in
character. At the same time I think we are justified in feeling we
have reached certain conclusions. It is my purpose in giving these
courses, not only to give such students as have only, let us say, two
or three hours per week throughout the year to devote to this subject
as comprehensive an idea as possible of the historical facts of the
Latin-Amerjcan conntries, but I attempt to giYe then1 as well some
insight into the civilization and culture and the development of those
countries.
Perhaps I can make my meaning more explicit by outlining briefly
the topics that w~ give in this course. There is, first of all, the preColumbian civilization; then a brief account of the period of discovery ·and exploration; and then a 1nore detailed treatment of what
I call the transmission of European culture-in the case of Spanish America the culture of Spain and in the case of Portuguese America the culture of Portugal; in other words, a somewhat intensive
treatment of the colonial pm!iod, for it was then that the society which
is at the basis of the modern nations of South America was in
process of formation. Then follows a treat1nent of the SpanishAmerican wars of independence, and then a somewhat more intensive
discussion of the political and social evolution of the chief countries
of Latin America, with especial emphasis on Argentina, Brazil,
Chile, and Peru. In the case of each of these countries I endeavor
not only to trace political development, emphasizing less tl~e revolu-·
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tions that have taken place than certain political tendencies that we
find in these countries, but offer as well a number of lectures dealing
with the present-day civilization, discussing to a certain extent the
economic and social problems in these countries and their progress
along educational lines and the like; and, finally, for the end of the
course I always plan to keep in reserve a number of lectures in which
I treat of the relations between the United States and Latin America, as well as Pan Americanism, the Monroe doctrine, etc.
I have also other lectures of a more advanced character. These,
however, fit in more strictly with the work of the historical departJnent and have less general value to the students of ·the university
as a whole.
Mr. MANNING, of Texas. Mr. Martin's outline of the work he is
giving at Leland Stanford University in the history of the LatinAmerican countries has interested me greatly. My work is primarily
history, and my primary interest in history is in the Latin-American
countries. At the University of Texas I give a course, three hours
a week, extending through the year. In the study of the history of
Latin America I follow nearly the same plan described by Mr.
1\iartin.
Last spring some of us at the University of Texas who are interested in Latin America and in the Spanish language got together
and tried to formulate a list of the courses that we are now giving
and hope to be able to give soon, which would fit our students for
service in these Latin-American countries primarily along business
lines; and incidentally we considered the question of the Consular
Service. Our work resulted in a little pamphlet, " Facilities at the
University of Texas for the Study of Latin-America," in which we
have tried to set forth the rapidly increasing importance of a knowledge of these countries. And we begin by listing business 1nen and
other groups of men and women. In other words, everybody ought
to study about Latin America. Some, of course, can study much
more extensively, but all college students ought to know something,
have an intelligent grasp of the civilization and of the history of
those countries.
We have placed in the various departments, in the first place, the
Spanish language; we do not give the Portuguese, although we announce that we expect to give the Portuguese as soon as there is a
sufficient demand for it-and that demand is coming. In the field
of history we outline the courses that we give in Latin-American
history, and then indirectly other courses of history that will fit
students for going into these foreign countries. In the course on
government of our own country . and the comparative government
of other countries, . we endeavor to give our students something of
the knowledge of these Latin-American countries, and, of course. the
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other :foreign countries. The School o:f Business Training that has
been recently organized at the University o:f Texas is giving courses
on trade, commercial geography, commercial law, etc., that indirectly
fit students :for this :foreign service.
Although we discussed it and considered it :for a time, we do not
include in our pamphlet any announcement o:f the :fact that we are
trying to fit men :for the Consular or Diplomatic Service, partly because of the :fact that so :few from any one State could hope to get
into the service, since admission, as pointed out and as stated by ~:fr.
Carr this morning, is, a difficult matter and is based on the population of the various States. The question which I asked Mr. Carr
1his morning presents a serious obstacle; that is, the necessity :for
a geographical distribution o:f appointments in the Consular Service.
~vVe have at the University of Texas a great n1any young n1en, and if
\Ve are going to invite them to take courses on any particular line
we have to be able to tell them why they should take such a particular line o:f study ; and in this case we have less than one chance
each year :for a man to get appointed :from Texas-not a very inviting field. \Ve can not hope to induce very many students to taln~
a course which can lead to not more than one place a year. So we
nre emphasizing this commercial phase and the general need :for increasing our knowledge o:f Latin-American countries, in order to
overcome the snobbishness that is said to be characteristic of the
American when he travels in those countries.
Mr. Carr, Director o:f the Consular Service, arrived at this juncture. The presiding officer asked whether the members o:f the conference now wished to divide into two sections or symposia :for the
purpose of separate and more intimate discussion o:f training :for
the Consular Service and· :foreign trade. The conference expressed
the wish to continue its discussion as a single body. It was so ordered.
Dean DAVID KINLEY, of the University o:f Illinois. The difficulty
e:f finding places has been referred to as a great objection to courses
in our universities and colleges in preparation :for the Consular Service. Every boy who is looking :forward to that kind o:f work asks
the question, " Can I get a job? " That is sometimes difficult to ans,ver. On my advice we abolished our special course :for the Consular Service some five years ago because we :found that when we
prepared men they could not be placed without the exercise of a
political pull, and I was not willing to attempt that. I speak plainly
because unless we understand exactly what our experiences and our
difficulties have been, we shall not accomplish anything.
A general course o:f study :for consular service is very fine but unless we can assure a man that he will have the chance o:f advancement
if he proves his ability, it will not be an attractive field for our
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young 1nen to enter. We can not give any such assurance now; and
that is why I have advised unitormly for the last five years against
going into Government service.
I want simply to stress that point without saying anything about
the course of study we used to give, the distinguishing feature of
1vhich, however-if it was distinguished at all-was this: That as the
finishing touch we undertook in each case to secure some one who
would give the student in the last part of his senior year training
which would have specific reference to the field the student wanted
to enter. I would be glad if Mr. Carr can meet the practical point.
:Mr. CLINTON D. SMITH. I have a final question which I wish to
ask. I translated during the noon hour the proceedings of this
morning to the Brazilian delegates, and they were very much interested. They say their consuls are not efficient, and they want you
to see whether it is best to try to train consuls in universities already fairly equipped in a general way, or to concentrate the education for consuls in one single university at Rio. Which would be
the most economic, in your opinion?
lYir. CARR. The latter, of course. I wish it were true that in this
conntry you could concentrate all your training for the foreign
service in a large institution-not an institution, however, which does
nothing but prepare for the foreign service, but a university like
I-Iarvard, Yale, Northwestern; or Princeton. It is perfectly obvious
you can not. Probably they can in Argentina. If they can, I think
it \vould be a good thing.
~ir. SMITH. Or in Brazil.
~Ir. CARR. In Argentina they can do it still better, because they
have that great university at La Plata.
The CHAIRMAN. Would it be advisable, or would it be practicable,
if advisable, Mr. Carr, to send young men who expect to be consuls
in South America to one of the South American universities for a
year or two, where they have work of this kind, or could courses be
given there that would equip men :for the service of this country in
other countries?
Mr. CARR. They might be, but I should prefer to have the training done here.
Mr. DAVID SNEDDEN. You said nothing this morning about the
language used in Japan and Russia.
Mr. CARR. We take care of that as well as we can ourselves, simply because those languages are different from other languages.
Most Governments have found it necessary to select young men at
an early age and put them out under a tutor and have them study
the language there, and that is what we are doing. We select our
young men and appoint them as student interpreters and send them
to their location to study under a tutor. At the end of two years
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they have their examination cuu1 get a promotiou to the grade of
interpreter if they are qualjiil'cl. They have otl1er exam ina ti ons
two years apart, and finally r<:'ach the grade of consul, and then
go on up in the Consular Corps. Their service is limitc(l, hm·vcver,
to that country in the language of \vhieh they are proficient.
1vfr.. ADAMS. Before you came in I outlined \vhat I wanted to ask
you, and I am going to repeat the qncstion. I stated that our difficulties were that there ·were not snf!lcient opportunities, but that as
universities) without any specific schools for consular training, we
should like to have direction from you or your ofliee as to the courses
included in your examination, or in addition to your examination, in
\Yhich you -vvant men trained in the universities. "\Vould you be prepared to draw up a curriculum of essential studies \vhich could be
given to American universities, so that when a chance student cmnes
in and says "I \vant to train for the Consular Service," we should
know exactly what to do?
:Air. CArm. I should be very glad to help, but I thought that a
part of the purpose of this conference is to standardize the course for
the Consular Service for all American universities.
~fr. ADAMS. The difficulty is that if we try to get the universities
to make up that curriculum, vve shall all express our fads and fancies. I£ we get from the Department of State a suggested list of
eourses, definitely desired for men going into the Consular Service, .
we can then say to tb.e young man v~' ho comes to us, " Here are the
courses advised by the Department of State \vhich will be of help
in preparing for preliminary examination."
:Mr. CArm. It S3ems to n1e the proper channel to accomplish the
end you have in mind is through the United States Commissioner of
Education, Mr. Claxton.
The CHAIR~[AN. vVe shall be glad to cooperate with the committee
to be appointed, and give them your ideas so that they might be
embodied in the report of this meeting. 'Vould that be satisfactory?
1\fr. ADAMS. Some such step as that would be very useful.
:Mr. CARR. I should be glad to help the committee in any way I can.
Nir. ADAMS. I should like to ask one other question. You spoke
this morning of the inadvisabiljty of a central university here in
'~Tashington training for Consular Service.
Mr. CARR. For that service alone.
Mr. ADXJ\IS. Alone, yes; and, of course, we all agree that the
young man must have a broad, general education, anyway. Would
it be feasible, in your opinion, to have under the Department of
Education or the Department of State, or under whatever other
nrrangement might be found best, a one-year graduate training
school here in vVashington for young men who have pursued Ill
universities the courses fitting them for that examination?
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Mr. CARR. Why, yes; provided you are able to support the institut.ion. That was one of the elements in my mind this morning
when I was talking. I simply tried to make. clear that the demand
for men is so small, so limited at present at least, that I did not see
l1ow . a university or a · number of universities could afford to do
speeial training for that particular service. Now, if you can find in
son1o way to ~\blish in Washington a graduate school that will do
that and perhaps do graduate work for other branches of the public
servioo-}lr. AnAXs. I suppose Mr. Claxton would find funds for that-The CHA.IRMAN~ Your Congressmen will furnish any funds that
you demand-·Mr.. CARJ.t. Then, I think you would be accomplishing a very great
step.
}fr. ADAXS. The reason I ~ed that is this: That with some ex·
l)erience with consuls in various countries, with some ·expedence
with young men who have been appointed by your department whom
I have known and have helped to teach, I thought that we are far
behind other countries in that intimate contact with the departJnent which you :represent io. Washington. That is 'the essential
thing, the essential connecting link between their service· and what
they get.
Mr. SANTANDER, of the University of Washington. It seems to
me., Mr. Chairman, that the ·Consular Service demands a certain
knowledge of oommeicial branches. The Consular Service is entirely
dift'erent from the Diplomatic Service and is dedicated to the
cleve1opment
the trade between the country where the consul is
stationed and his home e9untry.
Chile follows or imitates Germany so far as the Consular Service is
conoorned. Before .the man is appointed Chile must be assured that
he is thoroughly acquaiD.ted with the commercial situation and the
history of the country to which he is sent; he must be thoroughly
acquaintOO. with the hi.~ry and geography of all the world; and he
n1nst have a knowledge of international law and commercial trades
between his own country and the country .to which he is sent. I
think you will adm.it that in the United States there is &till a great
lack of men who have an adequate knowledge of foreign trade.
Very few, it seems to me, are properly acquainted with the geography, physical, politiOOI, and economic, of South America. I think
one of the reasons why this is so is that the United Stares is a very
large oountry with wonderful opportunities at borne, and the people
ha.ve been largely oeeup~ in local industry. nut to-day, as a <-..onsequence of the building of the Panama Canal, and. on account of.
the European war,. the UDited States is beginning to take her po-
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sition in the world and to obtain her share ~yf the trade of South
America. ·
In conclusion, a person who desires to enter the Consular Service
should first study commercial branches in a high school or university
and should then study for a year or so subjects bearing directly on
the Consular Service in some university where they have established
that line of trainin~.
Mr. CARR. Then, I understand that you agree with the proposition
that I made this morning for a combination of the preparation for
the Consular Service and for commercial service~
Mr. SANTANDER. Yes; I think that would be very successful.
Mr. CARR. I think that would accomplish precisely what you have
in your mind.
Mr. HoKE. If you train for both the Consular Service and for
commercial business or trade, how are you going to pry the man loose
from the business line that he enters, if he is successful in it, in order
to ·get him into the Consular Service~ I do not think that you can
do it.
Mr. CARR. J'hat may be so in some cases, but at least you would be
better off under that situation than you would under the present one,
because there would always be some men who would prefer Consular
Service to foreign trade. I think that some men would prefer Consular Service even for a selfish reason, namely, the experience which
they might get in that service for possible future commercial work
in a private capacity; but, at least, you would have a foundation, a
grounding in the essentials necessary to good consular work or good
commercial work, which you do not have now.
Mr. MANNING. Is there any possibility of an American consul being permitted to engage in business in a foreign country or in a profession, as our friend Mr. Santander is engaged here in this country t
Mr. CARR. No. Our consuls are paid a salary and are prohibited
from engaging in any other line of business or receiving any perquisites whatever. They are limited to their salaries and are bonded
to keep that obligation.
Mr. MANNING. That does not apply to consular agents, however,
does it~
J\1r. CARR. No; it does not apply to consular agents in any country
so far as I am aware.
Mr. MILLER. In view of the limited number of people .appointed to
the Consular Service, and in view of the general agreement that these
men who are appointed should have a comprehensive understanding
of the conditions and language of the country to which they are to be
sent as consuls, would it be feasible to make preliminary selection
and send these men to the country to which they ,are to be appointed
for further training in the field-a training of a practical kind~
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:Mr. CARR. That is being done now in a way. The newly appointed
men, especially since last February when Congress passed a law
which permits it, are not appointed or assigned to posts o:f their own,
but are, as a rule, sent on detail to the office o:f consuls general or
ccmsuls, who are understood to possess ability to impart instruction to
young officers and are kept there :for a timP- :for the very purpose that
you have described, learning the work by doing it, and also learning
scmething about the country in which they are to be stationed. 'fhat
accomplishes, I think, exactly what you have 1n mind.
A DELEGATE. In connection with your statement aoout combining
foreign service training, commercial and ·consular, I want to ask this
question: The two trainings would not be just the same, would they?
lVfr. CARR. No; I said this morning that it would be necessary, o:f
course, for the consul to specialize in certain things in addition to
the main :features o£ the commercial training.
The DELEGATE. Then, here is the question which I wanted to ask:
1Vould that involve more than one or two extra courses?
l\fr. CARR. I think not.
The DELEGATE. In that case the problem would be comparatively
simple.
:Mr. CARR. That is exactly my purpose, to make the proposition as
simple as possible for the university, and as practical as possible.
l\1r. vVrLDMAN. I have two or three questions, perhaps I can ask
them all in one, for they lead back to this matter o:f a graduate
course. In the first place, who would give the instruction in this
graduate course; second, what would it cost, say, a year; and third,
could such a course, under the direction o£ the Department o:f Education or the Department o£ State, be opened to. both commercial and
consular aspirants?
The CHAIRMAN. This really means, I think, l\1r. Carr, have you
~my power to run a university?
1\fr. CARR. I am a:fraid I am unable to answer that question because, in the first place, I am not a practical university man and I
have no idea o:f what universities cost; in the second place, I do
not know whether you could get a consular school established here
as a Government institution.
:Mr. WILDMAN. I had this in mind when I asked the question. I
thought I would get that answer. Would it not be possible to have
for students, who had finished such a course as universities are able
,to give, a course o:f lectures here in Washington, given either by
:your office or by persons associated with your work, the lectures to be
'supplemented by courses o£ reading prescribed by your office 1 That
would cost practically nothing as compared to cost in universities.
There would be no need o£ the complicated machinery of the university in such a case.
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Mr. CARR. I do not think yon ,,·ould find that that ,;rould work
Yery satisfactorily, because every one who is capable of giving such
jnstruction already has his hands more than full and he would not
have the time to devote to that work. George "'\Vashington lTni ..
vcrsity not only had a university course, but some graduate 'vork of
that kind, and drew upon the Government departments for its in ..
structors, and it had a great d(~al of difliculty in getting the n1en it
wanted, because those men 'ver<:~ otherwise occupied. They can
not, as a rule, give tl1e time to it thnt is necessary; and when they
do, they require fairly generous remuneration.
Mr. voN ICLEIN Sl\IID. · ~fr. Cha.irmPn, in a good many of our de..
partments we draw upon men specifically trained to give to our students certain short courses, not necessarily for a week or for two,
weeks, but perhaps for half of a semester, or something o:f that sort; 1
and we have not been particular, so long a.s a n1an is of large caliber,!
whether he be a university-trained man or not. We get him :for i
the work he can do, and the kno'v ledge he has on a particular subject. Now, is it not possible for us, in the States, to draw upon men
who have had consular experience, to come in and give short courses
to our students~ "'\~Te do not have to come to \V ashington, but can,
not we get men to come to our universities?
Mr. CARR. That would be almost impossible. You are speaking·
now o:f getting men from the Diplomatic and Consulat· Service~
Mr. voN Ili.ErN Sl\nD. Yes.
Mr. CARR. It is almost impossible, because those men are back in
this country for a very short time only, and when the.y do come back
it is usually on a leave o:f absence that is well deserved. When
eonsuls are here and have any time they are likely to be detailed
to talk to chambers o:f con1merce and business men on trade con-I
ditions, and they really have not time :for university work. So you.
could not count on that with any certainty at all.
A GENTLEl\IAN. Are there not some consuls retired :from service
who might be used?
Mr. CARR. Yes; I think you could find a nmnber.
The CHAIRMAN. Could you keep then1 in the service and detail
them to this .particular work, as they detail retired Army officers for
some kinds of service?
Mr. CARR. VVe could not; because we have all we can do to man our
service now.
Mr. EGBERT, o:f Columbia University. I should like to ask Mr. Can
whether he thinks it is wise for the universities to encourage young
men in this direction on account of the small number of appointmenu
and the difficulty o:f securing positions ~ Would it not be wiser for
ns first o:f all to try to place this ' ''hole matter on a different planeS~
far as the Consular Serviee is concerned? I think it is doubtful!
1
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'" hether we ought to encourage these young n1en and run the risk
of leading tltem to bitter disappointment.
:Mr. 0Aru~. I a1n glnd you asked that question, because it gives me an
,pportunity t o say this: The reason I called special attention this
morni.ng to the s.m all number of 1nen who can hope to get into the
serYie-e was in part reply to just the question you have asked, because
I kmn1t it was going t o be asked. I think I ought to explain the whole
system and let you get it clearly before your 1nincls, going back to
the enactn1ent o£ the civil-service law, applying civil-service rules
to the Gover nn1ental departinents, not at first to the Consular Service
but to tl1e deptu.·bnental service. You will recall that there was provisi m. in t hat. law for a distJ:~ibution of the appointments among
the States in accordance with their population, and that rule has
heen followed ever since,, except when the States were unable to :fill
the requiren1ents, when I believe it :m ay be ignored. Now, when the
President changed the way of entering the Consula,r Service, and
put consu)s in the classified service, he followed exactly the same
Jn-actice that exists: in t h e general clepa:rtmental service, namely, the,
apportionment of appointments -a.m ong the States, in proportion to
t.heir p opulation. Y ou can learn any time by inquiry how many appointments aJ . given State is entitled to, so that you wiU know what
chance there prob ably is of getting into t he service; but whenever a.
Sbt te~ :fails. to furnish enough candida~s to fiU the vacant pla.ces in
the service, St;ate lines are igno:recl and candidates are appointed
from tl1e eligible list in the order of their standin g .
Sonletimes for a number of years the so-called under -represented
She.tes ha ve been unnble: t o furnish a. sufficient number of candidates
:for tb e p~aees t o which they are entitled, such as student interprete:rs.
State "llines. have been ignon:~d in :t·egard t o those ap:p~ointmenrts f or
some time ~t. 1fen have oome in whether they came f r om the D istrict of Co:J-nr~.mbila oi· _._1\rizollA."ll or New Yo:r·k, n~g.a rdless of the nde of
Hppo11.-ti o:nment,. bec~lluse we must eontinne t:b e service, and if we ·c an
not get. the men linder the appoi'tionmemt I"nle w·e must get t h e1n
anyway.
Thtlt is: a perfectly frank statement of h ow the system op e .ata
I see your p ooiition as ednC1lllt ors, and I see your diilic'D lty in :not
being abl,@!. io advise you.1 students as to whet:beJ: or n ot they cacn ge1
into the service. Bm it is :no:t for me to say whet her yo1m ~can get
rid of this: nde or not.
}fr~. Knn-.mr:.. I
m ~waFre o:f the faet th.at the:re am nnive:rsities
that wool!d b~ willing to establiqh a l1Iliversit y in W ~.shingt0n. if
fher:e weTe any ,erueolifng,emeut. Even beyond t h,e qu estion o.f State
assignmmt. t.bereo ils a question in the State i :s-elf.. I do lOt ~w
of auydlin~g· w~ eotli]d do here this m:ftemoon tl.1at would be more :re-
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markable than to have a definite understanding that our \York would
influence those who have control of such matters, to appoint to the
Consular Service men without regard to State, without regard to
politics. The problem would be simple. vVe can train m_en, as Mr.
l\1cCormick has said, for foreign trade.
l\1r. CARR. The apportionment rule is a drawback, but there is a
way of getting around it in the \vay I have mentioned; that is to
say, if the demands of the service are greater, then the apportionment
rule is not followed. I£ your State is underrepresented and a· student in your university files his application for designation or examination and complies with the departmental requirements that I
mentioned this morning in respect to filing a recommendation or
letter of consent of his Senator, and assuming- that this application
8hows that he is probably a. man qualified for the admission to the
examination, he will be designated and \vill take his chance along
with other people.
The CHAinMAN. We thank you. If I understand what we have
gained so far, it is this: That there is a stronger demand than ever
before for trained men with some kind of special education and training for the Consular Service; and that the demand is not large--not
1arge enough to justify one university, for jnstance, in each State
or any large number in the whole country in undertaking it. It is
desirable to find some n1eans, however, by which t~lC work can be
done somewhere. I am sure Mr. Carr would be glad to answer any
questions of your committee when the cmnmittee is appointed. It
seems to me the best thing to be done is to appoint the committee to
take this matter up with the Depariment of State and with the colJeges themselves and to find just \vhat is done at the colleges and
how it is done and, in so far as it can, to offer some constructive
recommendations. In this way only shall we be able to make defiuite progress.
Now, we come to the other que,st.ions in which Dr. McCormick is
interested: vVhat are the demands for preparation for foreign trade
here at home and in the foreign fiel(1 ~ lTow can the demands then
be met? Probably each one of these may divide into two questions,
i. e., what is necessary for the university or college course, and what
can be done in secondary schools?
Mr. :McCom\nCIL I represent, I nm sure, a large number o£ persons
and institutions vvhich are anxions to do something in this present
situation and to cooperate in every possible way in the solution o£ ·
these problems; and at the same time all of us are practically at a
standstill because we do not know what mu st be done. For instance, we have established in the University of Pittsburgh a school
-for training young men in every line of business. We examine 200
students who are candidates for degrees and have a very large num-
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l :cr who are studying in the evenings the Spanish la:p.guage and other
bnguages which n1ay be of use to them; and yet we proceed vaguely,
except in so far as our own business in this country is concerned.
K mY, we want to do something not only to extend the trade of
America to all other countri es-Europe, Asia, Africa, and South
America-but also to do something to cement the friendship with all
the:-;e countries, and particularly at this time the Latin-American
countries to the south of us. It seems to me that if we hope to make
:1ny progress in this we ought to establish a relationship between our
lm:-;iness establishments and our universities, so that the business
establishments ·w ill tell us what they want and the universities ''"ill
supply that need. And thus far there does not seem to be any parti cular relationship between the two.
In addition to my own personal work in the university I am one
o-f the direc·tors of our chamber of com1nerce, the chairman of our
E\tlt tcation committee, and a member of the foreign relations commitil'-l' , and in that departinent of civic activity I am bringing up these
qu estions, trying to get them discussed, and we are getting them discnssed almost every week; and yet in this respect we have no definite
<: im s, and we are making no definite progress even in that 1narvelous
c()mmercial and industrial city which is to-day running to 125 per
cC'nt of its capacity and paying in wages more than a million dollars
a <lay.
T he one thing I think we ought to work out h ere this afternoon,
or at least we ought to provide some agency whereby it n1ay he
worl;:-ed out, is how we n1ay learn what is needed in our relationships
with the foreign countries, and then how we may supply the need so
far as univer sities can supply it. vVe want to do our part, I am
snrr, commercially, and we want to do our part, I mn sure, interna tinna1ly; for America has a tremendous problem upon her hands
at this particular ti1ne, and in order that we may 1nake effective
\rhat " "e are trying to do we ought to have the lines laid out just
as definitely as possible, so we n1ay know the way in which to walk
in onler to arrive at the destination. I visited some 35 universities
on the Continent of Europe last year, and I •tried to look a little
lm <l<'r the surface. I went not only to Europe, but to Egypt and
Syria. There were certain things that emerged very clearly to me.
One thing, for instance, in regard to France. France is the only
pcpn1ar country in the world to-day. I suppose we betray no secrets
if we say that n1en hate Germany, dislike England, and tolerate
America. I don't know whether that is the exact grade, but it is
various degrees of dislike. Why is it that France is popular? What
''"as the reason way back in 1763 that Pontiac got up that conspiracy in order to throw things in the 'vestern part o£ our country
into the hands of France as against England? What was the rea-
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There W€Te a good 1nany reasons, but I an1 quite sure that
France even then treated · courteously every kind of a man. It is
nec€ssary to learn how to deal with people as France has dealt with
them.
This is only one o:f the illustrations o:f what we must do in this
country if we intend to train our men :for service of the right kind
in the accomplishment of a ·world movement, which is not a local
thing and not a commercial thing. It is a great world n1oven1ent, it
is a n1atter of international interest, and our young men must understand it, every part of it, if ""\Ye are going to accomplish anything.
\Ve can not go to South America and say, let there be trade between
this country and South America-command it into existence. \Ve
n1ust learn n1any things before sve establish these relationships. \Ve
1nust learn how to understand the Latin mind; we n1ust learn how
to understand other nations besides the Latin nations, and to realize
that in many things they are in advance of ourselves. They are not
in advance in all things, for I am sure that we are more altruistic
than any other nation; but there are a great n1any things in which
we are behind the others.
All this is a part of the work of our schools of commerce, for their
graduates are to take a large part in the great moven1ent which
America n1USt in the largest measure help to solve. vVe stand ready
to do all we can. No·w let us work out a plan by which we can do
what has to be done, as effectively and as swiftly as possible, for
we are now in an emergency. vVe must have a combination of the
business establishments and the university or all of the educational
institutions that are to help solve the problem. It should be easy
to effect the combination, :for, as Mr. Farrell told us this morning,
there are not many business establishments.
A DELEGATE. In line with what l\1r. McCormick said, I wish to
bring to your attention an experiment I have undertaken in the
Cambridge High School. "\Ve have 900 students there. At present
I am teaching thmn Spanish and foreign opportunities. I have tried
to find out what the high-school graduate ought to know about foreign trade and Spanish and what possibilities there may be for them.
I expected to get some help from this meeting to-day. I went to the
Pan American Union this morning and tried to get a list of firms in
the United States engaged or interested in foreign trade, so that I
might extend this survey to cover the country and get as much as I
could out of it, but I did not succeed in getting the list that I wanted.
I find that they have such a list, but they do not wish to give it out.
I am going to New York next week to endeavor to get it from some
bank. I think the only practical way to proceed is to consult the
business men who are interested in this work, get their recommendations, and then teach along the lines they recommend.
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The CHAIRMAN. Nlay I make the suggestion that :for the next half
hour we confine our discussion to the university side. o:f this question,
'\vhich means leadership in trade, and then take up the secondary
education side, and especially the languages 1
Mr. IIoKE. We have here Mr. ICochenderfer, who has served as
vice consul general in Beirut, Turkey, and is now at Cornell. I should
like to introduce him and ask him this question: What, in his opinion,
ought a man know who is going into the Consular Service or foreign
trade~

Mr. CLARENCE C. ICocHENDERFER. I :found my most serious handicap in the Consular Service, as I entered it, a lack of knowledge of
the export trade. It seems to me that we have too much teaching
from books in our American universities in training :for the foreign
service. It seems to me that it should involve laboratory work-that
is to say, a study of commercial geography-and that it should take
up in connection with commercial geography the daily consular reports. There are a great many problems which the daily consular
reports would be valuable in solving, n1ore valuable perhaps than any
other textbook :for commercial geography. It seems to me that the
most serious obstacle to :foreign-trade prmnotion in foreign countries
is the :fac't that American exporters depend too much upon selling
goods through samples. The thing we :need most to encourage is the
development o:f trained com1nercial travelers. I :found it true in
Turkey, and I think that it is true o:f almost all countries o:f that
portion o:f the world, that you can sell goods only by having those
goods represented and their merits described personally to the prospective purchasers.
·
From my observations and from conferences with men connected with the export trade, I believe that the training necessary to
fit men :for foreign trade and for the Consular Service is not essentially different; that is to say, that the study involved might be of one
and the same character, a knowledge of commerciaL geography and
o:f :foreign export trade. These subjects n1ight be taught by Am.erican universities in such a :fashion as to develop a department which
would train men not only :for the Consular Service but would train
Inen as 'well to take part in the develqpn1ent o:f export trade. I
regret to say that at Cornell we have not yet established a school
o:f commerce, but we hope soon to do s~in the course of a year or
two:, probably.
A VorcE. Are there any positions open along that line?
Mr. ICocHENDERFER. There are a number of positions open in the
:foreign export trade, and some $5,000 positions go begging at the
present moment. Dr. Pratt tells me that he can not find the men to
fill such positions. There are scores of openings in the foreign ex-
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port trade to every opening at the present time in the Consular
Service.
Mr. CLINTON SJ\nTrr. I ask vou to eli vide the instruction into two
parts; first, let the universiti~s train the 1najor general who shall
understand general conditions; and, second, let us have a great army
of splendidly trained men on the firing line who have not time to
go into the general questions, but who must know how and where to
go to bed to-night and when and where to get up to-1norrow morning in that particular country and where to get business in their
particular line. The university can not do that work, but your
special industries must do it as they are doing it.
I know of a big industry that sent a man down to Brazil, and for
the fir'st six months he did nothing but stay there and study Portuguese. After that preliminary training he began his real work.
He was not a university man, but he went down there on the firing
line to sell woolen goods. The university can not deal with that
dass of men. It can do an enormous service to Brazil . by training
the men of broader ,·ision, who are to control these men on the firing
line, and by leaving to the special industries the training o£ the men
]n the details that you can not bother with.
~1r. ELWELL. I would like to ask a question which was suggested
by Mr. Farrell. To what extent is it necessary to train for a particular kind of business?
Mr. ICINLEY. Althongh not representing a special business, I
think I might be able to answer the question in this way. If you
will ask a man who is on the outlook for students to send to South
America, " Do you want boys who will go down there? and if so,
what must they know? '' The ans\vcr will be first, Spanish; second,
Spanish; and third, Spanish. "\Ve w11l give them the details of our
particular business if, in addition to their ability to speak the language and get on with the people, they have general notions of business practice. For a beginner I think you will find that to be the
answer. The same answer will, I think, be given by the president
of any big concern ]jke a railroad or an automobile company. That
in general you will find to be the answer. They are not anxious that
'>Ve should try to teach them the details of their business. ·
The CHAIRMAN. Then there is such a thing as general commercial
education.
Mr. ICINLEY. There is.
The CHAIRl\IAN. May I ask this question? South America happens to be in our minds, but I believe still the larger part of our
trade with other countries is with people who do not speak Spanish
or Portuguese. "\Ve have an important trade with Russia, China,
and Japan. Is it desirable that we should require in our secondary
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schools a larger amount of the study of foreign modern languages
than we now do~ Is that desirable from the commercial standpoint~
Mr. J(INLEY. I should say decidedly, no; they can not get enough
of it to be masters of it. When you write or speak a language for
a business purpose, a misplaced comma will sometimes make a great
difference, and. corrunercial houses can not afford to trust to an
imperfect know ledge of the language of the country with which they
are dealing.
The CHAIRMAN. How, then, may the necessary know ledge of foreign languages be had~
Mr. KINLEY. By long practice and living among the people. If
we are reduced to the necessity of one language we ought to teach
French and not Spanish, because French is the most universal language. VVith French you could do business with China and Japan
and South America.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. KleinSmid, what do you do in training for
Spanish-American countries~ You come from a State in which
there are many Spanish Americans. It has been suggested to me that
there ought to be down there somewhere a kind of international
l1niversity for the training of commercial agents for Spanish-Alnerican countries.
Mr. VON l(LErNS~nD. Perhaps, Mr. Com1nissioner, our part of the
country might be a good location for a Pan American university.
I believe very heartily that the gentle1nan from Brazil was right
when he told us that the universities should train for leadership. A
university can not go down into the rudiments of arithrnetic and
language. I myself am so much of a stickler for the university
degree that I do -n ot know that we have room in the universities for
taking care of the lower grades.
They ought to be taken care of years before, and that we can not
do. A university trains leaders, and that is all. I-Iere in America
only one out of a hundred is a university man, and it will be a long
time before the proportion increases very perceptibly. The great
body of men must come from men who have not had university training, and who can take direction, which is almost as great an accmnplishment as to be a leader. We are training professional men. I
believe a great deal of our trade must come through the work of
professional men, primarily engineers. Our engineers, both civil
and mining engineers, are going into many South American coun- _
tries every year. We send into Mexico great armies of engineers,
not all graduates but many as companions and helpers, who come
back in a few years to continue their work before graduation. American engineers are going down to these countries and are exploring
and taking charge o:f mines, and they insist upon the use of goods
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of their country in the development of those mines. You will find
that is the case in Mexico. Onr engineers are insisting on American
goods. Then~ further down the coast we are sending engineers and
professional men who are trained leaders, and they will open the
ways of trade more largely than those ways will be opened by the
men who go in for trade alone. Our men in civil engineering in
the past few years have been drafted very heavily for Mexico and
Central America. Our n1en in mining engineering go down by the
score. We do not train medical men in our university, but I can
see how they would go to the Latin-American countries in the same
way. Literary Spanish is very different from commercial Spanish.
The majority of our students speak Spanish; yet 've have not a
single Mexican in the university, which is a curious thing. They
do not get that far along.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you mean to say that you have not a single
man of ~1exican extraction?
~1r. VON KLEINS~IID. vVe haYe no :Mexicans in our university at the
present time. We have had them. Last year we had a postgraduate.
But they are looking to the American students to go down and blaze
the way for the inhabitants of those countries. The 1nines are filled
with l\1exicans, but they are not in the positions of leadership.
l\1r. I-IoKE. I move that a committee be appointed to sift the material and arrive at some definite conclusion.
The CHAIRMAN. The motion is put. The conclusion of this discussion is that there is a much larger demand for some kind of training
for foreign trade, and that the training for the present, in our mind,
is largely connected with South American countries; that the chief
interest just now is in the training of n1en who shall have directing
ability in our South American commerce; that there is a growing interest in preparation for foreign trade; that we should pay more
attention to it in our secondary schools and our commercial high
schools.
As a student o:f education, I have fonnd that all questions of education are now international. As Commissioner of Educntion, I do not
feel that I am able to advise on any phase of educational work until
I knmv 'vhat is done elsewhere. Therefore, I entertain the motion
that a committee be appointed to study this question of preparation
for foreign service, probably large enough to subdivide itself into two
sections, i. e., for the Consular Service and for foreign trade. Is
there a second to the motion?
The motion was seconded.
A VorcE. Is that to include secondary education?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; the v:hole problem of commercial education
in secondary schools, in colleges, and in universities.
The motion was adopted.
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The CHAIRMAN. Of how many do you think the committee should
consist?
:i\1r. ADAMS. I understand you intend making two sections of the
committee.
The CnAIR~rAN. I think it may have to be divided into two sections, but perhaps one committee may suffice.
~11'. ICrl\ LEY. To test the sense of the meeting I suggest that the
number be 15.
The CnAIR)fAN. I will put that question.
The question was put, _and ~Ir. ICinley's 1notion was adopted.
The CHAIRl\IAN. vVith your advice, I will attempt to make up the
comn1ittee. I believe the c01nmittee appointed should endeavor to
n1ake a study of commercial education, education for foreign trade
and Consular Service in all important commercial countries of the
world. The committee should find out what is done in those eountries and then study our own possibilities of Ineeting the demands;
~md, above all, should submit as a result of their investigation some
construetive suggestions. Do you think that it would be well that
we should meet again, say a year from now~ Would it be possible
to have a conference when this work is about to be completed to
diseuss the findings?
_.._<\ LADY. vVill the business houses be able to confer with you~
The CHAIR~IAN. I think the eommittee certainly would want to be
able to confer ·w ith business houses to see what it is they think ought
to be done.
The LADY. vVould those business houses be advised so that they
might comn1unicate in order to know what this committee was doing~
The CHAIRl\IAN. They could find out through the Bureau of Education or through the chairman of the eom1nittee when it is organized. That last point might be left to the eommittee.
Let me thank you for your eoming at my request to this conference. Many of you of course are acting for some one else, and
you have con1e to consider, so far as I know, for the first time in
our history, this partieular form of education. The outline of this
has been suggested, and may be helpful in the development of what
n1ust for all time be an important phase of our education, preparing
for what is to this country very largely in the nature of a profession.
The eonference then adjourned sine die.

TI-lE C01\fMITTEE OF FIFTEEN ON EDUCATIONAL
PREPARATION FOR FOREIGN SERVICE.

Subsequent to the adjournment of the Conference on Training for
Foreign Service and subject to the wishes of this conference, the
C01nmissioner of Education of the United States issued the following
invitation to men1bership on this committee :
DEAR SIR: I take great pleasure in extending to you an invitation to serve
ns a member of a committee of fifteen, the appointment of which vms recommended. in an approved motion in the secmll1 and final session o;f the J;::ducational Conference on Training for Forei;;n SerYic8, which was convok~~d by me
in \Va ~hington, Friday, December 31, 101;). I have asketl Dr. Glen Levin Swiggett, a~sistant secretary-f.?,·eneral of the Seconu Pan American Scientific Congress, to serve as the chairman of thi s <.:ormnittee.
The prt'sent wic1espreaL1 interest of our country in foreign tr·a<le and foreign
relations generally has called attPntion to 1lte fnd Uwt our schools and colleges
do not eq uip our young men to engage in n cnreer of foreign service, consular
or cornrm•rcial. It is my hope that thb (·ommittee appointetl by me as the Commissioner of Education of tbe United States will undertake an investigation of
the educational means for foreign servke training as above definetl, not only
of the rnited States but nf the leading commercial nations of the world; that it
will from this investigation recommend courses of study for the tlift'erent
grades nn<l types of education as t>stnl>li~lt<'<l ln the United States and will
make such recommendations as may enable the more effective carrying out of
its s uggested improved courses of stmly.
It is important thnt this committee shonlt1 have au early meeting to determine
upon nnd <.:oonlinate the immediate labors to be undertaken by it. The chairman of the committee will communicate with yon shortly in regard to time and
place of meeting.
Begging to express the hope that your well-knov.-n interest in and the im}lortance of the work to be undertaken by the committee will lead you to
ac(·(•pt this invitation, I am,
Yery faithfu1ly, yours,
P. P.

CLAXTON,

Comm·i ssioner of Ed1tcation.

In the appointment of the memLers to constitute this committee
due consideration \Vns given to the necessjty that it be fully representative of all interests involved. The following persons were finally
selected to serve on the committee:
E. D. Arlnm.", professor of history, Lehtn 1l Stnnfonl UnivPrsity.
:.rorton A. Aldrkh, dean col lege of comme rce an1l busine:.;:s nclministration,

'1'n1ane University.
John Clausen, manager foreig-n department, Crocker National Bank, San
Francisco.
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.Tames C. Ji:;g·bert, director school of busmess Columbia University, New York
City.
·william Fairley, prindpal Commercial High School, Brooklyn, N. Y .
•T. F. Fish, president Northwestern Business College, Chicago, Ill.
Frederick C. Hkks, dean college of commerce, Universit;\r of Cincinnati.
I . incolu Hutchinson, professor of emmueree, University of California, and
former American commercial attache, Hio de Janeiro .
.Ten~miah ,V. Jenks, profc.'ssor of government, New York University.
Samuel JUacClintock, director La Salle I~xtension University, Chicago, Ill.
Samuel B. l\IcCormick, chancellor University of Pittsburgh.
Leo S. Howe, head professor of political science, University of Pennsylvania.
Charles H. Sherrill, counsellor at law and chairman committee on foreign
relations, United States Chamber of Commerce, New York City.
Glen Levin Swiggett, Bureau of Education, ehairmnn of the committee.
.John E. Treleven, chairman school of business training, University of '.rexas.

Shortly after the con1n1ittee "\vas appointed the :following letter
was sent by the chainnan to the several members of the smne:
DEAB Sm: I am requested by the Commissioner of Education to thank you
for your aceept:mee to serve ns u member of the comm:ttee of fifteen appointed
by him to investigate the opportunities and needs for el1ucational preparation
for foreign service, not only in the United States but in the other commercial
nations.
'l'his committee, with representatives from the various grades of education
interested, and seleded with due regard to geographical position, will shortly
perfect its organization in onler to begin its work. This committee can subdivide (1) acconling to the five divisions recognized by the Bureau of Education, or (2) according to the specific interests of the members of the committee.
I incline personally to the belief that a subdivision at first according to suggestion (1) would be better. Later on the report of the committee of the
\Vho1e could be supervised according to suggestion (2). I take the liberty of
suggesting to the members of the <:ommi ttee that each prepare and send to me
as chairman a suggested practicable plan or outline of instruct~on for such
types and gralles of schools in the United States as are now giving instruction
leading to a career in foreign commerce or the Diplomatic and Consular Service. These plans will be submitted then to the members of the committee
in writing or at a conference which may be called for that purpose. From
these various submitted plans a questionnaire will be prepared and submitte<l
to interested institutions and corporations. If the committee should subdivi<le
as suggested above according to plan (1), it might be well for each subcommittee
to appoint a chairman and proceed under his direction to carry on its investigation in the section assigned that subcommittee.
'Vith kind regards, I am,
Very faithfully, yours,
GLEN

LEVIN

SWIGGETT.

The \York o:f the committee IS conducted at present through the
chairman at the Bureau of Education. There is no special fund
to defray the expense incurred by the individual members of the
committee. The labors to be performed, however, can not be :fully
effective until some way is found whBreby the members 1nay be reimbursed for expenditure of money and ti1ne. In the meantime,
owing to the importance of the question nnder investigation, the
work of the committee has not suffered, and m.uch has been accom-
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plished through correspondence in respect to the preparatory labors
essential to its organization.
The following approved letter was mailed in September, 1916,
to colleges, public and private secondary schools, and private business colleges :
CIRCULAR LETTER TO SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES, NO. 1, OF THE COM1\UTTEE OF FIFTEEN ON EDUCATIONAL PREPARATION FOR FOREIGN SERVICE.
DEPARTMENT OF THE IN'fERIOR,

Attent-ion of the F'a.cttlty.

Bl.JREAU OF EDUCATION.

Prominent men of business, education, and Government in the United States
have been discussing for the past two years at public gatherings and in the
press the question of preparedness on the part of this country for service in
the foreign field. Such agencies as the National Foreign Trade Council ~nd
the United States Chamber of Commerce have appointed committees to investigate the needs and opportunities in preparation for this service--consular aml
commercial. The Bureau of Forei~'11 and Domestic Commerce of the Department of Commerce has been deeply interested for some time in this matter.
The program of the subsection on commercial education of the Second Pnn
American Scientific Congress was prepared with this phase of training largel:yin view.
The Commissioner of Education of the United States called a conference in
'Yashington for December 31, 1915, during the sessions of this congress, to
discuss the matter from every angle. Following this conference a committee of
15, composed of representatives of institutions, educational and commereial, interested in foreign service was appointed by the Commissioner of
Educatiou to investigate fully this queRtion. To ascertain the needs on the
part of busine;-;s and Government and the present opportunities in the
:;:;chools for meeting these needs ; to study plans, methods, and results of
commercial education of the leading commercial nations; and to recommenrt
to the Bureau of E(lucation adequate courses of study for the different types
and grades of schools in the United States, and to make suggestions for the
introduction and adoption of the same.
This committee is now at work. In view, however, that it may be some
time before the committee will be able to recommend a course of study, your
attention is respectfuliy called to the following list of :subjects given by the
Director of the Consular Service in his ad(lress at the conference of December
31. in which the candidates for appointment in the Consular Service of the
United States must take a written examination:
I. International, nui.ritime, and commercial law.
II. Political and commercial geography.
III. Arithmetic.
IV. 1\ioclE>rn languages (French, German, or Spanish, and in addition any
others that the candidates desire to submit).
V. Natural, industrial, and commercial resources and commerce of the
United States.
VI. Political economy.
VII. American history, government, and institutions.
VIII. Modern history (since 1850) of Europe, South Amerira, and the Fal"
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The organizing secretary of the educntionnl conference of December 31 has
prepared a full report of this conference. This report has been advanced for
r>rinting as a bulletin of the Bureau of Education. Mr. Carr's address, printed
in full therein, gives a statement concerning the present organization of the
Consular Service, its functions and opportunities, nncl should be carefully
:-;t:u<1ied by all e<lucntors interested in this phase of foreign-service training.
Hespectfully submitted.
GLEN LEVIN SWIGGETT,

Chair,n wn of the Committee, Bureau of Eclucation.

By onler of the Commissioner of Education.

The first meeting of the committee of 15 on training for foreign service 'vas held in New York City, October 16, 1916. The
committee met with Dr. James C. Egbert, director, school of business, at Columbia University. At this meeting the character of the
committee was more specifically defined, and the scope of its work
determined upon. Certain measures were also favorably passed, and
the chairman authorized to make the same effective as speedily as
possible.

APPENDIX.
HEPORT OF THE COMMITTEE 1 ON COMMERCIAL EDUCATION FOR
FOREIGN TRADE OF THE NATIONAL FOREIGN TRADE COUNCIL.2
PRESEN TED BY
WALLACE

D. Snr:MoNs, Chairman.

Before making constructive suggestions for the improvement of the training
of those employed in foreign trade your committee has endeavored to obtain,
through an extensive circularization, the opinions of those American business
men who have had experience in sending commercial agents abroad or in emp1oying clerical labor in the foreign department of the home office. The large
number of replies which have been received from representative concerns in
all parts of the country is evidence of the interest and importance of the
inquiry. This cooperation is of great value and is highly appreciated.
It is the object of this report to give the substance of the information thus
gathered and to draw· some conclusions from a careful reading of all the
replies, from some fe\v of which quotations will be given illustrative of the
sentiments expressed.
DIFFICULTY OF OBTAINING YOUNG AMERICANS.

1. There is general agreement as to the difficulty of obtaining young Americans for export '\>York. The demand for men trained for foreign trade has
heretofore not been large and it is not surprising, therefore, that the recent
development of a \Vider demand has found no available native supply of trained
men. Many have employed foreigners who would have preferred Americans
hri.d they been obta inable. A large export house in New York says:
American firms are compelled to employ foreigners very largely, which is
un-American, undesirable, and often unsatisfactory, as foreigners are brought
up with cUfferent viewpoints from ours regarding business ways and methods.
If firms here could obtain the caliber of men they need of American birth, they
unquestionably would employ them.
An employer in St. Louis reports regarding his practice of employing welleducated Mexicans and Cubans who have been traine<l in American schools:
r_rhese nearly always made ideal clerks and correspondents, although Americans would generally be preferred, if cnpab1e, on account of far greater
capacity for work and celerity in doing it.
1

2

Committee on education for foreign trade of th e Natjonal F oreign Trade Council:
Wallace D. Simmons, Simmons Hardware Co., St. Louis, Mo., chairman.
IiMw1n F. Gay, dean Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration, Cambridge, Mass.
J. W. Jenks, professor New York University, New York, N. Y.
G. L. Swiggett, assistant secretary general Second Pan American Scientific Congress,
Washington, D. C.
Walter L. Clark, New England Westinghouse Co.
Stewart K. Taylor, Mobile, Ala.
John F. Fitzgerald, former mayor of Boston, Mass.
Permission to reprint through the courtesy of the secretary, Mr. Robert II. Patchin.
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This experience is confirmeJ by a Chicago concern which has imported
"good material" to train.
These men which we bring in from other countries have to be trained quite
a little longer than those who have already had American experience. Among
foreigners can be found people with the necessary knowledge and attainments
to enable us to make out of them good salesmen of our specialty, but it is
rare to find in combination with this the knowledge and understanding of doing
steady and continual work and going at business for its own sake instead of
bearing with it as a necessary evil. This and resourcefulness and initiative
are probably the hardest things to find in a foreigner, uno especially in the
J.,atin American countries.
AMERICANS ADAPTABLE TO NEEDS OF TRADE.

In order to do no injustice to the many foreigners \Vho have given and are
giving faithful service to American exporters, it is better to emphasize, as the
ground of preference for Americans, their readier adaptability to the peculiar
needs of our trade. This has been well stated by a New York merchant, who
writes as follows :
To one who has been in charge of an American business abroad the reasons
for having at least the important positions held by Americans are almost selfevident.
Enthusiastic presentation of American products seldom is, or can be, given
by people who have not been brought up in an American atmosphere. This il'
not alone that salesmen who are of European nationality naturally favor goods
made in their own countries, but that such men are bound by the traditions
and beliefs of the manufacturers and merchants of their native lands. As an
example, men of European training are apt to put facility of operation, neatness
of design, increase of output, low cost of power, and reduced space for installation of a piece of machinery secondary to weight and strength of material.
The American believes that true economy lies in the use of a machine which
can be run with large output and low cost, and that even a more frequent replacement may be an economy, as permitting the inclusion of improvements as
they appear. An American is able to state these facts with convincing force,
and to inspire similar beliefs in the native salesmen under his direction.
It is obvious that, as American foreign business expands and comes into
closer competition with foreign concerns, it will be increasingly desirable to
train Americans for the responsible positions abroad and for the conduct of
the foreign work at the home office. In a number of instances, in default of
specially equipped men, representatives have been chosen primarily and wisely
with reference to their knowledge of the business and sent abroad to acquire
the necessary foreign experience. A St. Louis house describes this practice as
·follows:
We find it only fairly difficult to obtain bright men willing to attempt export
business. Few of them, however, have any knowledge of the language of the
countries. This means two or three years in the country before they are fairly
equipped to meet competition. The greatest trouble is, however, that we have
not a class of young men who are willing to go to these countries and live as
the Germans and English do, but before they start they plan for a return
within two or three years. Thi['3 is the time that they are just beginning to pay
their way. I see little hope for successful salesmen in foreign countries until
such time as they are willing to go there with the idea of making it their home,
if successful.
EXPATRIATION MILITATES AGAINST SECURING BEST MEN.

The unwillingness of Americans" to make a career of such work because this
would imply permanent, or long, expatriation," is a serious factor in the situation. It has been well analyzed by the export manager of a New York house.
He says:
The greatest difficulty that I have felt or noticed in the development of foreign branches of American companies has been that of holding Americans
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:t!H·o:Hl for periods of more than tht'l'V y ~_, ars. however well satisfied they may
ltn ve hel'll \\'ith thei r busin e~ s succes:-: ur c·nurwdiou.
This arises primaril.v hecnuse feiY American young men who go abroad have
t-ver seriously consi<lere<l finlling a life work in any other country than the
l'nited States, or take positions in fol'l'ign countries as the <'Oit:SUill!Hntion of
long-existing <le:sires. On this account they do not become intere:sted in or
identified with the life of tlie countn·, mtd when the novel t y of th e new laiHl
'"<~ars oi'C, they have few ties or assochttion:s that have become permanently
attractive.
A secom.l cause is thnt they fear to lose their business standing and acquaintn nee in Ameriea, if they remain away from their home country for a longer
perio<1.
A thinl: th e lack of American soeiety. This will (1isappear as Amerie:tns
p:o abroad with the intt:~ ntion of permanent residence all<l \Vith the expectation
of <.'stahl ishing American homes.
Another, and lJt!rhaps a more important: that few American companies reco.!.!.' nizt' any particnlnr res110nsibility to r eserve 11ositions in their h ome offices,
J,y wltic'll they can continue to make nse of the knowle<lr:e and experience of
nwu \\'ho have put the best years of their lives into tlle finn's foreign trade-a
vi an widely follO\Ye<l by European. CO!llpnnies.
H01fE

E1fPLOY~fENT

PUEFEHHED TO FOREIGN TlL\INING.

Testimony as to this fun<1arnental difficulty. the r eluctance of the young
American to choose the foreign field in prefer ence to home e mr1Ioyme nt, conu·:s
from many sources, from commercial <ttHl m:mufaduring centers near the coast
ns well as from inland cities. The experience of a commet-cial house in Kew
York, just qnotetl, may be paralleled with th at of n manufacturing concern in
Ohio. The export manager of the Ohio firm remarks on this point:
This condition is ven· hard to ovet'eome. Going to the root of it, training
for an ex.p<Ht joh <loes not appeal to th e aYe rage youu~ Ameri<'an from ti1e
H~l'Y start:.
::\either he himself, nor his varent:", attacl1es any value to the
(~xperienee and ctlncntiou which go witl1 t.lte initial job :-:ecured along- the export
line. rl'lteir salary <lemands are not commensurate wHh their practical value
:1!1(1 eHicieucy.
Young Amet·icans endowed with the l> ns ic qualifications of resourcefulness
nnd initiatiYe nre, flS a rule, loath to go nl•ron<1 to work; they are sure to find
more Iuerntive employment and more rapid advancement at home. ::'\ow, let
AmPriC'a hpcmne ps:-:pntinlly an exporting- eountry nn<1 there will lie no lack of
tlrst-elnss men nn<1 the school currien1a will naturally adjust themselves to the
new levels. Indeed, the <.lrift is quite uwrked already.
As this wrih-'r observes, there are nin'ndy si~·ns of nr1apt.-ition to meet the
<·otHlit"ion. Sollie American enterr)!'ises. :-:till f ew in nmuber, however, to which
:1 permanent forei~·n market has become n vital JWCl'Ssity, nre beginning a sys1Plltatic Pil'ort to attract A.mericnn reertJits t1• the foreign serYiee by the offer
pf adeq ua te pay and pro~pects of ]H'Omotion tc) those :young men who show the
ap1itnde and persistence to und e rgo the ne<'e:;;snry trniniug. The creation of
n l'f'C'Ogniz L'd eareer in foreign work, leading· uHitnately to positions of respon~ibility in the home oflk(~ where the experi('ll('l' of the most cnpnble of those who
],ave spt'nt lon.!.!.' Yt-'<ll'S abroad will be Y:t !ned, will take time, but ultimately will
IJe successful. :'\atnrnlly, the nnmher of sHclt higher pos itions will be relative!~·
~111nl1, <IS in any business, but the knowl edge thnt the prizes are attainable
will stilHnlate endennn· nil along the line.
2. As the indi~position to take uv foreign n~sirl<'HC't'. now the "biggest
stumbling block." is gTallnnlly overeome. iltL'l'e will be a!l increased antl effectiYe
<h'lllHtHl fnr improY \'d ednentional fadliti <'s.
LACK 01!' SPECIFIC 'l'RAI::\I:\(; FOll FOHEIG:\ TJ: ,\ll!•;,

There is a growing complnint of tlw l:wk Ill' :-:pecilk training for forei gn
trade, and this eomplaint i~ dir ected aga iu:-;t bot h high sdwol and college. A
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large number of business houses employ the product of the high school awl
many nre using college graduates. 'l'he majority report that in the main
the material furnished from the~e sources is of good quality, though lacking iu
thorough training in the fundamentals which are used in the daily conduct
of business-namely, aritlunetk. coumwrdal geography, and the ability to
(·xpre;.;R one's self in good elear JCnglish.
l\Tnny prefer colJege graduates because they make "the broa(lest men," but
only "after several years of office training.'' It seems to be generally held that
high-school or college eflucation, even as now given, is desirable, but the trnini ng ·• is more valuable ns foundation than as immediate equipment for ·work."
A usual experience is well expressed in the statement from a New York export
tirm:

High-school grn<luates have been largely employed bJ· us for clerical \.York,
and many of them are bright and. in time become efficient.
The college graduate should <·orne better prepared so as to secure nt once u
somewhat higher position.
FAILURE OF ]'OREIGN•LANGUAGE TEACHING.

The lack of specific equipment for foreign trade is seen especially in the
failure of the foreign-language teaching and i.n the absence of commercial
geography. On these heads there is no disagreement. It is realized that, as
<"Ompared with European countries, the United States has been more isolated
:t.n<l that there has not been the same strong incentive to learn foreign Ian~
guages as a necessary tool. A man of exceptional foreign experience writes on
this point:
Our American veople are not in th(:~ environment of foreign-trade intercourse,
nor do we require the necessity of languages for the majority, as in continental
Europe. The majority of our people do not need more than one language to get
along in their daily work or in the conduct of their business. In continental
Europe, where the people of the different countries are thrown so closely together in their business relations, it is an absolute necessity to know at least
one language other than their own. There it is not the exception for a student
to have a very good knowledge of two additional languages by the time he is
ready to enter college or take up a business course.
But, whatever the reason, the fact remains that in general the present edu(~ation in modern languages is defective. One writer goes so far as to say:
The present education in modern languages in American high schools is
rather worse than none at all. It seems to be nipping in the bud any latent
inclinations for indepen(lent study of languages, for reading. Everybody I
ever talked to feels the same way about it.
Another is almost equally emphaticA two-year course does not amount to anything, especially when taking
luto consideration that pupils do not even know how to read and write English properly. Four years is the very least that should be recommended, and
even then our education in foreign languages would not come up to the
standard of Germany, France, and other European countries.
BF.TTEH FO"GN'I>ATIONS NECEI'iRARY 'fHHOUC;H RC HOOL STUDY.

While real proficiency in the use of a foreign language calls for the further
study and practice which residence nbroa(l can supply better than any high
school or college classes, it is nevertheless important that a better foundation
be laid in the st hool sturly. T'horough teaf•hing of at least one foreign tongue
as a living spoken language is strongly llemnndt~d. l~ mphasis should be laid
upon learning to speak and then to write, rather than merely to read as a grammatical exercise. The schools are in some plaees beginning to remedy this
defect, and all such efforts at putting the modern language training on a
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~ouncler basis of method and object :-;honld he warmly encouraged by business
men.
There is similar strongly expressed opinion concerning the lack of teaching
of geography, a subject usually very inatl(:quately taught and only in the grammar school. 1.'he foreign-department manager of a Chicago bank sums up the
general view when he insists:

First and. foremost, our young men an(l young women should have a comprehensi.-e knowl edge of geography-not a mere superficial knowledge of the
location of indivi<lual points upon the maps. but ::m intimate knowledge of
the people, products, customs, and me:m:-:; of communicntion of the vvorld; and
should also have a general kno\Yledge of the subject of telegrams and cables.
'l'llis \Youl<l be a departure from the usual curriculum, but it ought to be part
of school training.
AMERICAN PROVINCIALISM A HINDRANCE.

A more vitalized teaching· of geography is importnnt and not merely because
of the definite and useable information imparted, but also because it may be
made to t ouch the imagination, to widen the horizon, and thus to assist in
breaking down the na r row provincialism Y'i'hich many deplore as a hindrance
in ou r foreign relations. It is felt that Americans generally lack the ability
t o g-r a sp t he point of view of the foreigner. As one writer vigorously puts it:
" T he n atiYe .Amerknn is too bullheaded, bulhlozing, ancl blustering; * * *
he can not eliminate the 'God's only country' attitude and manners which
mili ta te against our trade expansion."
There is less unanimity in the suggestions abundantly offered as to other
subjects which shoul1l be taught or better taught in high school and college as
a part of the training for foreign trade. Modern history and politics are
asked by some; political economy, commercial law, and commercial training
in general are emphasized by others. l\Iore highly specialized courses in bankin;:r, foreign exchange, marine traffic, and the like are by some thought suitable for the high school. There is a tlivergence in regard to the precise
character of the foreign-language courses; the larger number gives Spanish
first place; some suggest that it be given to French, and one even suggests
Chinese.
Disagreement is also apparent as to the place of the specialized training in
or associated with the school curriculum. Usually the full burden is placed
upon the professional educator, but there are those who advocate the corporation school, or export clubs with lectures by business men. Several suggest the
idea of placing clerks in foreign houses for training, like the Germans and
English, or, following the example of Sweden, by giving government subventions to picked students for foreign business experience. Commercial evening
c·ourses are praised, as are aJso special commercial colleges and the part-time
plan.
.\DEQUATE TRAINING DE:\fANDED OF SCHOOLS.

In this confusion of plans and suggestions one thing is clear. American busi·
!less men are asking their school authorities for training that will more adequately prepare their students for the work they are to be called upon to do.
'l'here iB a clear distinction drawn between an attempt to teach students how
to do business as compared to the importance of teaching them thoroughly those
things which they can and should learn before they enter upon a business
career and will be valuable to them in it. In their opinion our schools must
be adapted more closely to the needs of our modern commercial and industrial
life. But the formulation of an educational program in which the demands
of foreign trade shall find a proper place is a difficult task which requires
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thorough investigation and the cooperation of progressive educators and l.ar<1headed business men.
Various educational experiments are uow in progress which are seeking
to make the necessary readjustments between the school traditions and the
new needFi. These experiments should be carefully stuclied, and it is the
desire of your committee to seek information and to cooperate with other
organizntions simtlarly interested with a view to nu1.king additional specific
recommendations ·with the hope that they may he helpful.
FUNDA l\lENTAL TRAINING BY SCHOOLS AT FAULT.

3. Such cooperation is the more advisable and necessary, since the inquiry
instituted by your committee reveals a widespreacl dissatisfaction not merely
with the special training for for eign trade but with the fundamental teaching
in our schools, both elementary and secondary. This point was brought out
more frequently than any other. One signiflcant opinion from the very many
of similar character will illustrate this general attitude of criticism. Mr. James
J. Hill write~:
As bearing on the general study in which your committee is engaged, I may
say that the greatest clifticulty this company experiences in securing competent
employees is the radical deficiency in thorough education in the elementary
branches. High-school graduates who come to us ·with a good r ecord and
recommendations are unable frequently to write a letter in f air English, to
spell correctly, or to make simple arithmetical computations either quickly or
accurately. From this experience two conclusions as to the efficiency of current
educational methods may be drawn. First, pupils know a little of mauy
things but no one thing thoroughly. Second, too much thought ap11ears to be
given to the best subjects for study and not enough to the training of the mind
in accuracy. The boy who has learned to do any one thing perfectly and completely is better fitted to enter business than one with loose thought and slipshod methods of work. It is upon the correction of these defects, especially in
elementary education, that attention should be concentrated.
This voices the general opinion that the education in such fundamental subjects as English, arithmetic, and geography is imperfect and that the product
of our school system is lacking in earnestness, accuracy, and discipline. If this
criticism is as fully justified as so many seem to feel, it is obviously of the
greatest importance and must be thoroughly considered in any program of education which shall equip our coming generation to appear to aclvantnge in competition with the representatives of other nations in which such work has been
thoroughly done for many years.
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